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Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, December 15, 1975
CALLOWAY WINS SWEEPSTAKES—The CCHS speech and debate team took first place sweepstakes honors for the
second consecutive year at the Ballard Memorial Speech Tournament held Saturday. In varsity debate, Rick Wilkerson
and Tommy Riley had a perfect record of four wins and no losses, over Trigg. Marshall and Paducah for first place honors.
In junior Varsity, the two Calloway teams were undefeated, and competed for top honors in the tourney. Sophomores
Karen Edwards and Gail Tucker defeated freshmen Tammy Lax and Debbie Smith for top honors. jobeth Norwood placed
first in humorous intern; Ressa Buchanan and Danny Kirtgins took second and third places in storytelling Sandra Stark was
third in dramatics and Peggy Rogers was third in poetry. Staff Photos by David Hill
MURRAY HIGH TAKES HONORS — The Murray High School speech team took several honors Saturday at the Ballard
County Memorial Speech Tournament Bruce Clayton and Laura Shinners took first place in original oratory and prose in-
terpretation. Tommy Pasco and Tressa Brewer took second place in duet acting; Catina Beasley placed fourth in dramatic
intern; Huong Nguyen and Cheryl Milam were semi-finalists in original oratory, as was Renee Taylor in poetry. Murray
High was fourth out of the ten partidpating schools. Beth Boston and Kim Alley were first and second in individual rounds
of poetry; Johnny Carruthers and Mike Pitts were first and second in humorous interp rounds; Steve Hancock and Donna
Bailey were second in two rounds of storytelling and prose interp; Steve Wilder was third in prose; and seventh graders
Kayne Beasley and Susa Lindaur were first and second in storytelling events.
Congress Winding Up Session With
Votes On Tax Cut, Energy Measure
WASHINGTON 1AP) — Congress is
preparing to wind up its 1975 session this
week with votes on a long-debated energy
bill and on a measure extending individual
Income tax cuts into the new year.
President Ford has expressed opposition
to both proposals but may be forced to ac-
cept them.
Ford insists he will accept the 1976 tax
cut only if Congress agrees to reduce
federal spending in 1977 the same amount
as the tax reduction. He has threatened to
veto any tax cuts that are not linked to
reductions in spending.
The Senate bill expected to reach Ford's
desk would extend this year's temporary
tax cuts through June 30, rather than
through all of 1976 as originally voted by
the House.
According to some economists, if the tax
cuts are allowed to expire this month, $13
Christmas Program
Scheduled For PTA
One of the traditional and beautiful
Christmas programs of the year will be
given Thursday at 7 p. m. by the Choral
Department for the Murray High School
Parent-Teachers' Association meeting in
the Middle School Auditorium. Mrs Joan
Bowker is director of the groups.
The public is urged to attend this annual
program. Mrs. Perry Johnson, president
of the P-TA, asks all parents of Murray
High School students especially to be
present.
The program includes songs by the
Mixed Chorus, the Girls' Chorus and the




chance of scattered showers, low bx m?r-
fling in the upper 20s. Partly cloudy and
cold Tuesday, high in the mid to upper 3(M.
Wednesday slight chance of showers
billion would be drained from the economy
and unemployment next year might climb
by 500,000 workers.
Failure to extend the tax cuts would cost
a married man earning $15,000 a year and
supporting a wife and two children an ad-
ditional $4.73 a week in withholding, or
about $250 more in income taxes for the
The Murray Planning Commission will
elect officers for the 1976 year and will hold
three public hearings at its regular
meeting Tuesday at 7 p.m. at City Hall.
Public hearings are scheduled on three
items:
—A rezoning request from Bill and
Patricia Oakley ;
—An amendment to ordinance 491
requiring approval prior to the alteration
of commercial establishments, and;
-An amendment to ordinance 491
making livestock yards and sales a con-
ditional use in industrial and commercial
zoning districts.
year, according to the Internal Revenue
Service. For single persons earning
$15,000, withholding would be increased by
about $3 per week or $156 for the year.
The tax cut, enacted this year as an
economy boosting measure, expires
automatically on Dec. 31 unless extended
by Congress.
Also up for final action in the Senate
today is a politically sensitive bill heavily
backed by labor. The bill, which Ford once
supported but now is under conservative
pressure to veto, would allow a union in-
volved in a dispute with one subcontractor
to picket and shut down an entire construc-
tion site.
The House is expected to vote today on
the final version of the compromise
Democratic energy bill that includes tem-
porary price cuts of 21/2 cents to 31/2 cents a
gallon on gasoline and home-heating oil.
The Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad answered two calls over the
weekend.
Ryan Donaldson called in the squad
Saturday around 1:15 p. m. when a pile of
burning garbage caught an adjoining field
on fire near his residence on the Pot-
tertown Road. The property belongs to
Mike Boman.
Ten men and two units of the squad
answered the call and the Department of
Forrestry's bulldozer was called in to help
contain the blaze that burned ap-
proximately four acres.
Members answering the call were
Bernard Steen, Robert Trenholm, San)
Smith, Bud Miller, Kenny Collins, Ron
Stout, Ran Stout, Ronnie Barnett, Max
Dowdy, and Carl Hosford.
Around 3:15 p. m. Sunday the squad IA
called to a burning barn in Ono The
small barn was on the ground when the
squad arrived and no action was taken
Ten members and one unit wvr,'
dispatched to the scene.
Curris Defends Refusal
To Release Staff Salaries
Murray State University President Dr.
Constantine Curris Saturday defended his
administration's refusal to make public
salary rosters for university teaching
personnel.
Speaking at the regular meeting of the
MSU board of regents, Curris said anyone
seeking a list of university faculty salaries
should go to the state treasurer's office in
Frankfort, calling the rosters in question
"internal documents" for administrative
use only.
Curris said the rosters that are on file at
the university are filled with inaccuracies,
and that the list at the treasurer's office
would be more up-to-date and reflect a
more accurate figure on particular
salaries.
His statements came apparently in
response to a seven-month try by Steve
Lowry, former editor of the Murray State
News, to obtain a roster of faculty salaries
from the university administration.
The MSU head went on to say that We
want to eliminate any doubt about the
university complying with the law or any
thought that we are trying to -hide
anything. Murray State is not doing
anything differently from any other public
university in the state."
Curls said the roster is inaccurate
because of salary adjustments,
promotions and other changes that have
taken place since it was approved by the
board last April.
Dr. Curris also told the board that he is
concerned with the issue in connection
with the Federal Privacy Act of 1974 and
that regulations of the act had only
recently become available to the
university. He told the board that "it is
clear that some legal questions are in-
volved."
Lowery was present at the board
meeting Saturday, and had prepared a
ierrnal statement to read to the regents.
lite told the board that the public has a
rIght to know the salary of public em-
ployes, and cited an opinion from the state
attorne general's office that the roster is
The Murray Senior Citizens Band will
present a Christmas Concert at the
Calloway County Public Library, Tuesday,
December 16, at 1:30 p.m.
Members of the band will play bells,
triangles, drums, rhythm blocks and
sticks, kazoos, and other instruments.
Mrs. Lillie Farris is director of the band
and Mrs. Thrya Crawford is the pianist.
Others who will perform are: Mary
Lamb, Meme Mattingly, Florine Erwin,
Meda Jackson, Alma Cooper, Flossie
Snow, Maggie Paschall, Hazel Locke,
Treva Washer, Hazel Ahart, Erma Lovett,
Nola Chrisman, Willie Mae Morton, Mary
Gupton, Edna McReynolds, Mildred
Barnett, Lovela Wyatt, Opal Emerine, and
Lottie Bowden.
There will be some solo and group
numbers as well as a performance by the
entire band.
The public is invited to hear this musical
program which is the first of a series of
Christmas musicals being presented
during the entire week at the library.
a public record. He also responded to
Curris' statement that the figures are
available from the state treasurer, saying
that they are available only in a monthly
voucher form, making it almost im-
possible for-the material to be interpolated
into a salary roster.
In his formal statement, Lowery asked
the board to file all minutes, including
corrections and changes in salaries, at the
university library.
Lowery had asked permission to make
Murray State University President
Constantine W. Curris has been given an
early Christmas present by the Univer-
sity's board of regents in the form of a
new, four-year contract, effeclive Jan. 1,
19'76.
The board's action, which came in a late
session Saturday and at the close of an
afternoon-long meeting, came as a
complete surprise to the 35-year-old
Curris, whose current contract has 18
months to run.
Dr. Charles Howard, Mayfield physician
and chairman of the board, said the action
was initiated earlier in the day during a
meeting of a board committee composed
of regents Frank Paxton, Paducah, James
A. Davis and William Carneal of Owen-
sboro, and himself.
When brought before the full mem-
bership of the board at the close of the late-
afternoon session, a motion calling for the
new contract was made by regent Robert
T. Long of Mayfield and Benton. It was
seconded by regent 0. B. Springer, Hen-
derson, and the vote was unanimous.
In an interview later, Dr. Howard ex-
plained the action, saying:
"Until now, we felt that the board had
not given any public indication of what
kind of job we felt Dr. Curris was doing.
It was our feeling that he had
demonstrated outstanding leadership and
ability in guiding the University through
some difficult times. It also was our
feeling that this was the best way in which
we could show our complete confidence in
his leadership and ability."
No new salary stipulation was made,
Howard said, adding that "the Univer-
sity's salaries are reviewed in April and
adjustments made at the beginning of the
his formal statement at the end of the
public portion of the board meeting
Saturday, immediately before the board
went into executive session. Board
chairman Charles Howard made no
comment before, during, or after the state
ment, but merely called for a motion for
the board to go into executive session
irrunediately after Lowery finished his
remarks.
The former MSU News editor persisted,
(See Regents, Page 12)
fiscal year on July 1. Dr. Curria' new
salary will be processed in the usual
manner." Curris' present salary is $40,800
per year.
"I am gratified and deeply honored by
this vote of confidence by all the members
of the board of regents," Curris said
after accepting the new contract. "I
pledge to continue to give my full efforts to
making Murray State University a
distinguished insitution with the highest
quality programs and services for our
young people."
Curris, who on Sept. 15, 1973, became
Murray State's sixth president and the
youngest president of a major college or
university in Kentucky, is a native of
Lexington who grew up in Williamstown,
Grant County, in Northern Kentucky.
Since assuming the Murray presidency,
he has continually reiterated his com-
mitment to the establishment of Murray
State as a quality university serving the
needs of the region rather than the needs of
academic disciplines.
Before corning to Murray, where he
succeeded Dr. Harry M. Sparks, who
retired, Curris was vice president for
academic affairs and dean of the faculty at









Deaths & Funerals 
One Charged In Raid
Conducted Over Weekend
Murray City Police were kept occupied
over the weekend by several in-
vestigations, according to department
reports.
Bobby Paschall, Green Acres Trailer
Court, was charged with sale of alcohol in
a local dry option territory, possession
with intent to sell, and sale to a minor after
police raided his home and confiscated
nearly 250 cans of beer and a fifth of
whiskey, according to department reports.
Two persons reported criminal mischief
incidents over the weekend, when sugar
was poured into gas tanks of cars owned by
Mike Smith and John Espey. Lenith
Rogers, 1714 Miller, reported the theft of a
gas tank and the gas inside from his car
while it was parked at the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ Sunday night.
John Smith, Route Two Kirksey,
reported the theft of two wheels and tires
from his car while it was parked at the
hospital parking lot, and the theft of an
electric clock, a speaker, and some change
was reported at Boones Laundry on
College Farm Road.
Investigations are continuing into these
incidents, police said.
SACKFUL-0-TOYS — Keith Mitchel, of Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity hands fireman Frank English a sack fug of toys
representing the 550 toys collected by the fraternity for underpriviledged children. These toys are to be repaired and
cfistrihuted for ( hostmAs by the Murray firemen.
By Abigail Van Buren
Son To Sue Parents
For Premature Surgery
DEAR ABBY: I am a male, age 32. My parents had me
circumcised when I was an infant. We are Christians, 80
there was no religious meson for having maimed me in this
manner.
I feel that subjecting a helpless child to such barbaric
surgery is an assault on his person and a violation of his
rights, and I am seriously considering suing my parents for
$100,000 for having permanently disfigured me.
Do you know if such a suit has ever been filed?
SERIOUS IN N.Y.
DEAR SERIOUS: No, I don't. But if you win, you could
call it "severance pay."
DEAR ABBY: Like a lot of other people, I never thought
I'd be writing to Dear Abby, but I have something to say.
I lived with my husband for a year before we were married
because we both wanted to be sure we were right for each
other in every wa
I know the heartia.he it causes parents who have trouble
accepting that sort of thing, but believe me, divorce, which
is dirty and painful 99 per cent of the time, is even harder on
them. I know. I've been there, too.
I never slept with my first husband until we were
married, and that marriage was a nightmare. We dated for
three years before we were engaged, but we didn't really
know each other.
I don't think kids who have lived together should expect
their parents to give them a big wedding and honeymoon,
but I don't believe a wedding can make a marriage.
Living together may be no guarantee that the marriage
will succeed, but at least both parties will know what they
are getting into.
It may not be the answer for everyone, but I wish people
would quit condemning those who think it's best for them.
I've been married for two years and have an adorable
4-month-old baby.
NEVER BEEN HAPPIER
DEAR NEVER: When you assume that living together
for a year will teach both parties "what they are getting
into," you're baying at the moon. A successful marriage is
made of three parts: luck, patience and effort. I know of no
sure shortcuts.
DEAR ABBY: I was recently called for jury duty for three
weeks. I work three hours a day and made arrangements to
make up the work at odd hours so I could serve as a juror.
I felt it was an honor and a privilege, but when I mention
it to people, they make me feel as though I must have been
crazy to let myself get "trapped" for jury duty. They say I
should have had a doctor write me an excuse or have my
boss say that it would jeopardize my job.
Am I a nut for feeling as I do? Or do only suckers serve?
HONORED
DEAR HONORED: You're no nut. You are a good
citizen, and others could learn from you.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long,
self-addressed, stamped 1200 envelope.
Good Sam Club To 
Meet On Tuesday
The Twin Lakers Good Sam
Club will have its annual
Christmas dinner and party at
the United Campus Ministry
building, 202 North 15th Street,
Murray, on Tuesday, December
16, at six p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Schanbacher and Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Morton, wagonmasters,
said the meat, bread, and
beverages will be furnished.
Each family is to bring salad,
vegetable, and dessert. Family
gifts with about a four dollar
cost will be exchanged.
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LIBRARY NOTES
New books at the Calloway
County Public Library include
the following:
THE KNOCK AT MIDNIGHT
by James Reston, Jr. Norton.
Bernie Tiller's Appalachian
leadership included a tiny
enclave in the "Bottoms" of
Cincinnati constantly in danger
of being engulfed by racial
warfare. In this story Cincinnati
does become a city of terror.
THE GAMBLING MAN by
Catherine Cookson. Morrow.
Mrs. Cookson here offers her
most ingratiating hero to date,
Rory Connor, the gambling
man. This is the story of Rory's




Perhaps due to the United
States' forthcoming bicen-
tennial, all areas of North
American folk art are receiving
increased attention and the
spirit and history of North
America can be seen in the
carved folk sculptures in this
book.
GREAT LOVERS OF THE
MOVIES by Jane Mercer.
Crescent.
This is a book crammed full of
the moments that made
Hollywood's heart-throbs and
here, in text, picture, and
t
AU
filmography, the sexy of some




Just in time for our country's
Bicentennial, this book is a
fitting tribute to the time-
honored but nearly forgotten




COOKBOOK, by Jan Carlton.
Holt.
More than 700 easy-to-make




by Rosalind Laker. Doubleday.
Harriette Mead, twenty years
old, penniless and without a
family, is delighted to accept a
post as governess at the elegant
home on Pembroke Square.
This is Mrs. Laker's first novel
of romantic suspense published
in America.
Mock cream
A "mock" sour cream can
be made easily by combining
in a blender equal parts of
creamed cottage cheese and





1417 Main Next to Corvette Lanes -0
Monday, December 15
Caroling, sponsored by the
Baptist Student Center, for all
MS students, faculty and staff
will start at the center at 6:30
p.m.
Murray Chapter of National
Secretaries Association (In-
ternational) will meet at seven
p, m. at the Murray Woman's
Club House, Vine Street, for the
annual Christmas party. The
buffet meal will be followed
with entertainment by 'Freya
Mathis. Husbands and guests of
members are invited.
Douglas Civic Improvement
Club will meet at seven p, m.
the Douglas Community Center.
All members and citizens are
asked to be present.
Esther Sunday School Class
Christmas dinner will be held in
the fellowship hall of Memorial
Baptist Church at 6:30 p.m.
KSALPN District 17, Unit 1,
will have a Christmas party at
the Holiday Inn at seven p. m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
First Presbyterian Church at
seven p. m.
Alateen will meet at the AA
Hall at seven p. m.
Tuesday, December 16
Ruth Wilson Circle of Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church will meet at 1:30 p.m. at
the church.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Lutheran Church at seven
p.m.
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will have a Christmas dinner at
the United Campus Ministry
building, North 15th Street, at
six p.m. with Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Schanbacher as wagon
masters.
Dorcas Sunday School of First
Baptist 'Church will meet at the




FOR TUESDAY, DECEMBER 16, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) TA
Pep up the "difficult" areas;
aim for surer efficiency; study
others' methods to note where
they could apply to your
situation.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Old-fashioned common sense
will be needed in making
decisions. Self-reliance, plus a
certain amount of flexibility,
will also boost your stock.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
Where you can step up im-
petus and momentum of ac-
tivity, don't hesitate: There's
much to accomplish now. Just
one admonition: Don't overlook
details.
CANCER
( June 22 to July 23)
If not overanxious, you can
make extraordinary gains now.
Careful thought and con-
sideration of past procedures
will give you direction.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23) 412.fg
If you take minor annoyances
in stride, as Leoites usually do,
you should enjoy your day,
Chosen goals are nearer. In-
creased favors indicated.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Strongly benefic Mercury
influences should help you put
over worthwhile plans now.
Some changes may have to be
made, ibut they will prove
beneficial in the long run.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Arl
Some complex situations
indicated, but don't be anxious
Your innate competence and
proficiency in handling the
unforeseen should see you
through.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) L
A day for aggressive action,
Aim for your goals in a swift,
sure mariner. Details may not
be crucially important but an
still part of the pattern.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 'evilitt.;
Distractions and many in
terruptions may upset regular
routine, but take disturbances
with your usual aplomb and a
philosophical attitude. Do your
own thinking — as you usually
do.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Id4
Try not to make drastic
changes in your schedule. It
could cause delays, disturb
as.csciates. Keep everything on
an even keel.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) —
Stellar influences somewhat
restrictive. Avoid a tendency to
vacillate, to give up on plans or
projects before they have been
given a fair trial.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Stimulating aspects now
foster inventiveness. An ex-
cellent period in which to try out
new devices and methods, to
capitalize on unique ideas.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
highly individualistic person,
intellectually inclined and
endowed with lofty ambitions
and a wealth of versatility.
Unlike many other Saga-.
tarians, you may prefer a
profession to an outright
business career and, if you do,
many fields are open to you.
The law would be an excellent
outlet for your talents; likewise,
literature and science. Your
fine sense of proportion would
also make you an outstanding
architect or designer. You are a
born teacher and philosopher,
but whether you adopt any of
the aforementioned careers or
not, you could enter the field of
art — where you could make a
brilliant name for yourself as
musician, composer, writer or
painter. Birthdate of: Jane
Austen, Eng. author; Ludwig
von Beethoven, world-renowned




To test broiled meat for
doneness, cut a small slit in
the lean and note the color
and •Isatisre. Or press the
meat slightly with a fork;
very rare meat us soft and
pulpy, medium rare is stifle-
ly resistant, and well4ana
meat is quite firm.
Tuesday, December 16
Senior Citizens Band will
perform at the Calloway County
Public Library at 1:30 p.m.
Baptist Young Women will
have a potluck supper and
mission study at the fellowship
hall of the church at six p.m.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet for arts and crafts at the
center at 9:30 a.m.
Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m. for Senior citizens with
group singing at 10:30 a.m.,
sack lunch at 11:30 a.m. and
band practice at 12:30 p.m.
Thursday, December 18
Senior citizens will have a
potluck luncheon at the Ellis
Community Center at 11:30
a.m. No gift exchange.
Everyone attending asked to
make a donation of 25 cents to
help pay for supplies. If can not
prepare a dish may make a
larger donation to be used to
buy extra food.
Marie Taylor, pianist, will
give her holiday presentation,
"A Christmas Fantasy," at the
Calloviay County Public
Library at 1:30 p.m.
Wednesday, December 17 Women of 
Moose will have a
Cub Scout Pack 57 will meet 
potluck supper with a three
at Carter School at seven p.m. dollar gift 
exchange at the lodge
hall.
Christmas bridge and potluck Magazine Club will meet with
luncheon will be by women a Mrs. Henry McKenzie at two
'Oaks Country Club at 9:30 a.m.
Each bring a white elephant Yin* 
gift. Make reservations by noon
Tuesday by calling Jennifer
Crouse, 753-4605.
South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Gerald
Paschall at eleven a.m. for
potluck luncheon and gift ex-
change. Note change of date.
Wadesboro Homemakers
Club will meet at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord at 11:30
a.m.
J.N. Williams Chapter of UDC
will have its Kentucky day
program and gift exchange at
the home of Mrs. John Livesay
at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs. Douglas
Shoemaker as cohostess and
music by Peggy Visher.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at noon at the community
center. Each is to bring a sack
lunch and one dollar grab bag
gift.
Lynn Grove Senior Citizens
will have a Christmas potluck
luncheon at Salem Baptist
Church at noon.
Bowling for senior citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at 1:30
Christian Men's Fellowship
of First Christian Church will
have its Christmas dinner party
at the Holiday Inn at 6:30 p.m.
Ensemble from Music
Department, Murray Woman's
Club, will sing at the Calloway




Women's Club will meet at the













We really hate to
rush you, but the dead-
line for placing your
ad in the Yellow Pages
is about here.
Same goes for
new listings in the
White Pages. If there
is a member of your
household who should
be listed, or if you
want to put the name of
your business in bold
type, now's the time.
We want you to
be a part of us.
So call our busi-
ness office today. Put
the new Telephone
Directory to work for
you.
SIMHTS Open NightsUntil 8 p.m.
The famous support bras, firm control girdles
and All-In-Ones that are comfortable for hours.
SAVE 51.00 ON 18 HOUR BRAS
420-Stretch Straps-- Reg $6 95 NOW ONLY $5 95t
421 -Tricot .Straps-Reg $695 NOW ONLY $5 95*
423-Fiberfill Cups. Stretch Straps--
Reg 17 50 NOW ONLY $6.50
424-Underwire. Tricot Straps-
Reg $895 NOW ONLY 57.95t
4201-Front Closure Longline Tricot Straps -
Reg $1095 NOW ONLY $9.95*
4220- Longline Stretch Straps--
Reg $9 95 NOW ONLY $8.95t
SAVE $3.00 ON 18 HOUR ALL-IN-ONE
42600 All-In-One Open 42608 -All-In-One Brief
Reg $1995 Reg $2095
NOW ONLY $16.95' NOW ONLY $17 95'
New from 18 HOUR
ON SALE FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER!
4651-Front Closure Tricot Straps
Reg $13 50 NOW ONLY $7.50
4950- Front Closure 3/4 Length Tricot Straps
Reg 110 50 NOW ONLY $9.50*
4210-Extra Long Longline Tricot Straps <





Reg $995 NOW ONLY 5895'
42692-Shortie --
Reg $1295 NOW ONLY $10 95'
42695-Average Leg -
Reg $13 95 NOW ONLY $1195'
*2693-Long Leg-
Peg $14 95 NOW ONLY $12.95'1
42697-Regular Girdle -
Reg $12 95 NOW ONLY S10.95•1'
42670- High Waist Girdle -
Reg $15 95 NOW ONLY $13.95"t '
42672-High Waist Average Lee—
Reg $1695 NOW ONLY $14.95'1
42678 - High Waist Long Leg- •




BRIEF AND eANTY LEG
ALL-IN-ONE
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Even though his ship has come
under fire from various angles
since Dr. Constantine CUITIS took
the helm at Murray State
University in September of 1973,
he has weathered the storm as
evidenced by the new four-year
contract unanimously approved
by the MSU board of regents
Saturday.
Dr. Charles Howard, chairman
of the board, said of the new
contract:
"Until now, we (the regents)
felt that the board had not given
any public indication of what kind
of job we felt Dr. CUITIS was
doing.
"It was our feeling that he had
demonstrated outstanding
leadership and ability in guiding
the University through some
difficult times. It also was our
feeling that this was the best way
Funny World
London — Lord Marples, a former
transport minister who started Britain's
"Don't Drink and Drive" campaign, has
been fined $108 and banned from driving
after pleading guilty to drunken driving.
(Daily Sketch)
The only time you can walk into an at-
torney's office without paying for it is
when you're soliciting for a political
dinner. (Sydney J. Harris) •
As the time drew near for the arrival of a
new baby, little Marcia's parents pon-
dered how to break the news with the
minimum of shock. Taking her on his knee
after Mother had gone to the hospital, Dad
told her that the stork was flying around
above the hospital waiting to bring her a
little brother or sister. "Gee," whispered
Marcia, the modern child, "I hope it
doesn't frighten Mother. She looks
pregnant."
in which we could show our
complete confidence in his
leadership and ability."
We applaud Dr. Curris on his
new contract with MSU. It is
particularly noteworthy that he
has been warded a new four-year
contract 18 months before his
present contract with the
university was to expire.
Even though in the past we have
not always totally agreed with Dr.
Curris' administration we have
always appreciated the forthright
approach he and his staff have
applied to university issues.
His commitment to the
establishment of Murray State
University as a quality region-
serving university is being
fulfilled. This in itself has been a
major achievement.
The new contract awarded by
the board Saturday is a signal that
Dr. Curris is administering the
duties of his office with the full
backing of the board of regents.
In light of this we congratulate
him and look toward greater
stature for Murray State
University and our community in
the next four years.
Bible Thought
According to my earnest ex-
pectation and my hope,. . . so now
also Christ shall be magnified in
my death. Philippians 1:20.
Even the Apostle Paul prayed
and hoped in a positive manner
that God would have the greatest
opportunity to use him and his life
as a good witness.
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United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: A MODEL CITY
COLUMBUS, Ind.—As he drove me into
the countryside for lunch with his business
associates, Stewart Huffman, editor of the
Republic, expressed the view that
Easterners haven't discovered the at-
tractions of Indiana. Certainly, Columbus
should be better known by the U.S. public
at large, for it is a model American city.
Columbus is renowned among students
of contemporary American architecture.
This city of approximately 30,000
inhabitants has more structures designed
by leading U.S. architects than any other
town in America.
Columbus boasts churches and public
buildings by such world-renowned ar-
chitects as ELiel and Eero Saarinen, LM.
Pei, John Carl Warnecke and Gunnar
Birkerts-38 structures of importance to
students of modern architecture.
This concentration of remarkable
buildings is the result of the vision of J.
Irwin Miller, board chairman of the
Cummins Engine Co., manufacturer of
diesel engines and the town's principal
industry. Since 1941, the Miller family and
foundations it has established have un-
derwritten the cost of architectural plans
by world-famous architects. More than
$2.5 million has been furnished for the
design of 10 schools and other public
buildings, including a post office and
mental health center.
Not only is Columbus ornamented by
superbly designed contemporary buildings
but it has made a major effort to preserve
and restore the city's stock of handsome
19th century residences and business
structures. The result is a community with
a unique architectural blend and an ex-
traordinary overall attractive character.
In addition, downtown Columbus has a
spotless quality which testifies to its
citizens' concern for the town's image and
quality of life.
Columbus is full of lessons for other
communities. It has been fortunate in that
it has been the home of three substantial,
locally-owned companies. The Millers, for
example, have not only made their money
in Cohan-ibis'. but hew. bean ciaaply
dedicated to improving and beautifying
the town.
Columbus shows what private in-
vestment and private action can do—an
important lesson in a time when the notion
is current that communities must look to
the federal government for redevelop-
ment. No federal planner could give
Columbus the quality it has today, for n,
federal planner would have the affection
for the town manifested by both the donors
of gifts and the local citizenry that has
been responsive to imaginati: ,
development.
THE GMOVE to cIMPEACH SANTA
Chapter Six
By Robert J. Boyle
The blizzard had stopped as
North Pole One approached
Kennedy airport in New York.
"We'll be landing in three
minutes,- the elf pilot. Jump-
in Jack announced. "Fasten
your seat belts."
The huge peppermint
stripped airplane got ground
clearance and Jumpin' Jack
made a perfect landing.
As Juniperperper and -link-
ersnipes departed. he said to
them, "lots of luck, fellows.
We're all counting on you."
Julia June said, "Juniper-
perper, if you get busy tomor-
row, I'll understand."
"Don't worry," Juniper-
perper said. "I won't be that
busy. We'll go to the El Tors
come heaven or high water."
The two elves left the plane
and were welcomed by Ambas-
sador D. Lightful Wynter, of
Magic Forest, and Ambassador
U.B. Fruitful, of Crystal Para-
dise.
"Welcome," they said. "You
can count on us for any support
of Santa."
Juniperperper thanked them
and said, "Do you have any
idea how the vote will go?"
"It is too early to tell," D.
Lightful Wynter replied. "But
I feel most of the ambassadors
are on Santa's side. They all
like Christmas."
"That's good," Jinkersnipes
said. "What time does the
case begin?"
"Promptly at 9:30 a.m. to-




snipes to their hotel. "The Lily
Palms" right off Central Park.
The bellhop who took their
bags said, "Lots of luck. I don't
know what we would do with-
out Christmas. Tips, you know,
- dire tiregerThitleg the @twilit*
mas season.'
.Juniperperper laughed and
replied. "Well, that really isn't












"I think I like it better in the dormitory!'
guess I can't blame you for
wanting bigger tips."
The room clerk greeted the
two elves with "Welcome,
gentlemen. we have the ambas-
sador's suite ready for you. My
name is Hugh Redder and I'm
at your service. Anything you
need, just ask me and I'll see
that you get. it. The Lily Palms
is at your service. And, con-
fidentially. I certainly hope
you win your case. Santa is one
of my favorite persons.-
"Thank -you," Juniperperper
said as he signed the register.
The elves were taken to their
room and were flabbergasted.
"Boy, this sure beats living
in a dormitory at the North
Pole, Jinkersnipes said as he
viewerrthe suite of rooms.
Two huge double beds, with
down mattresses and pillows
were equipped with ladders so
the elves could climb into
them. The living room had
color TV, a pantry filled with
--e4e-esopes-01-14s4,. meeLas....and.
milk to drink.
"This really is something,
Juniperperper said. "I never
had a place like this before."
.finkersnipes suggested,
"Let's take a rest until din-
"Good idea," Juniperperper
replied.
The elves unpacked their
suitcases and then climbed in-
to their beds.
Quiet descended over the
suite.
For 15 or 20 minutes the
elves remained quiet.
"You know it is too quiet in
here," Juniperperper said.
"Yes, you're right," Jinker-
snipes replied.
"I think I like it better in the
dormitory where we have
friends and laughter," Juniper-
perper said. "This may look
great and the beds are comfort-
able but I miss my friends."
"So do I," Jinkeninipes re-
plied.
"I'll be happy to get hack to
the North Pole." Juniper-
perper said.
-It won't be too long.- Jink-
erisias.aa..eelet,•::ilist-evs..-14.0.
minutes away from the North
Role seems like a year."
."Hey, we're sounding home
Juniperperper replied
"Let's get busy and we'll keep
ourrnindsoff the North Pole
We should study our legal
briefs so we're all set for tomor
row.''
"I thought you had a secret




said. "I only said that to make
people feel good. I don't really
have any secret plan."
"My, oh my and my," Jink•
ersnipes replied. "Then we
better get busy."
For the rest of the afternoon.
the two elves kept their noses
in law books.
At 5 p.m., Juniperperper
said, "Well, Jinkersnipes, we
better get ready to go out 1(
eat."
The two elves bathed.
combed their hair and put on
their best elf suits.
They took a taxi to the Pink
Plaza where Julia June was
staying.
When she saw both elves
coming into the lobby she
smiled and said, "Well, two
handsome elves." She winked
at Juniperperper.
"We had no date and would
have been in that lonesome ho-
tel room by ourselves," Juni-
perperper said. "Would you
like to have dinner with us?"
"Love to," she replied.
"We'll all have fun."
Juniperperper's heart
skipped a beat when he re
alized how understanding -111
ha June was.
The three elves went to the
Circus on the Round Square for
dinner and then attended the
Broadway show, Fiddler on the
Hot Tin Roof."
After the show they, took Ju-
lia June back to her hotel-.
"I had a wonderful evening.
boys," she said as she kissed
both elves.
"I'll call you tomorrow:
--.TITAT06-repercier-sitid,'"fInrivaltr-
ing that his tomorrow would he
terribly, terribly busy.
- (More romorriiii
A generation ago, small cities had a
diminishing importance in our country's
life. Able young people were fleeing these
towns for the big cities, many of them in
the Fast. But all that has changed in the
last few years. Crime, congestion,
disorder, high taxes and a variety of other
problems, as evidenced by New York
City's fiscal mess, have caused young
Arnencans to appreciate anew the op-
portunities for the good life to be found in
cities the size of Columbus.
As a country, we may be on the way to a
kind of population balancing—to a healthy
dispersal of people across the American
heartland. The rat race of the giant cities
no longer appears thrilling to young
people.
A country's self-discovery is an ongoing
process. America, with its rich regional
diversity, has numerous inner frontiers for
new generations to explore. Many of these
new frontiers are to be found in long-
settled, prosperous small towns and cities
where life has a greater measure of at-
tractiveness and soundness. Columbus,
Indiana, certainly speaks with eloquence
of the rich promise of American life in its
smaller heartland towns and cities.
LiiKING BACK
10 Years Ago
The opening sale of Type 35 air cured
tobacco was held yesterday on the Murray
Tobacco Markets with the average for the
day being $34.11.
The Murray State College Symphony
Orchestra will present its annual winter
concert on December 16. Prof. H. Leo
Blair will be the conductor and Prof.
Russell Terhune will be the piano soloist.
Births reported include a boy, Bradley
Joe, to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Cain on
November 28.
The Calloway County High School
Lakers beat the South Marshall Rebels 57
to 40 in a basketball game.
Mrs Charles Baker spoke on "Things To
Remember At Christmas Time" at the
meeting of the Magazine Club held at the
home of Mrs. J. I. Hosick.
20 Years
Thousands of children will get to view
real live reindeer driven by Santa Claus
here tomorrow at three p.m., according to
the merchants of Murray who are spon-
soring Santa Claus and his reindeer on this
visit.
Harvey Ellis, agricultural represen-
tative of the Peoples Bank, has been ap-
pointed County Agricultural chairman for
Calloway County by the Kentucky Bankers
Association.
The Kirksey High School Chapter of the
Future Homemakers of America met at
the borne of the teacher, Mrs. Ray
Brownfield, to plan activities for the year.
Miss Jo Ellis is president.
Crisco is advertised at 79 cents for a
three pound can in the ad for Johnson's
Grocery this week.
Shcrwing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Santa Fe Passage" starring John Payne,
Faith Dornergue, and Rod Cameron, and
"Dangerous Visitor" starring David Niven
MS Shirley Temple.
Copia, Maws thervine • 44-•  i• 11N P6414
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hEARTLIN
HEABTLINE Lu s'ImervIee for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose Is to an-
swer questions and solve problems—fast.
If you have a question or a problem not
answered In these columns, write
HEARTLINE, 8514 N. Main St., Dayton,
Ohio 45415. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
Heartline: My eyesight has been getting
worse gradually over the past two years,
and it's becoming harder to do my job.
Other than my vision problem, I'm in good
health. If I have to stop work can I get
Social Security disability benefits? D.F.
Answer: It would depend on the extent to
which your vision is limited. The Social
Security disability program's definition of
"blindness" is either central visual acuity
of 20-200 or visual field reduction to 20
degrees or less. You must also, of course,
have enough credit for work under Social
Security to meet the law's requirements.
Heartline: My husband and I are
thinking about taking a foster child in our
household. Will the payments we receive
for providing foster care affect our Sup-
plemental Security Income? G.R.
Answer: No, as the money received by
you for the care of the child is not counted
as income.
Heartline: My husband and I will start
receiving Social Security retirement
benefits soon. I will be 62 and will receive
benefits as his wife, along with our
daughter. The month she is 18 years old,
she will finish her schooling, and I will be
63 years old. Will my benefits increase
r. Jn,.4f
then when her benefit!? Stop? irr- --
Answer: Yes, your benefits will in-
crease. However, if you elect to receive
benefits at age 63, they would not be as
high as they would be if you waited until
you were age 65. Even though you will be
62 while your daughter is receiving
benefits, your benefits will be based on the
fact that you will be a wife with a child
under 181n your care, and your age is not a
factor. However, when your daughter's
benefits end, you will be, of course, no
longer in this category, but rather your
benefits will be based on your age only.
If you were under age 62, your benefits
would end when your daughter's benefits
ended, but since you will be age 63 then,
your benefits can be continued if you wish.
For example, if your husband's unreduced
benefit was $240.00, you and your daughter
would receive $82 each. When your
daughter's benefit ended, your benefit
would then increase to $120.10 if you were
age 65 or older. However, at age 63 that
amount would be reduced to $100.10. A
wife's benefit reduction is 25 per cent at
age 62 or 25-36 of 1 per cent reduction for
each month before age 65 is reached.
Heartline: I am a 59-year-old widow. I
draw a widow's pension from the VA. I
have met a very nice gentleman, and we
plan to get married in January. How will
this affect my VA pension? T.D.
Answer: Upon your marriage, your VA
pension would stop, However, if your
second husband would pass away, or if you
would get a divorce, then your VA pension
could be reinstated.
Let's Slav Well
New Birth Control Device
By F.J.L Blassingame, M.D.
A new birth cont,rol device for
women that prevents pregnancy
by slowly releasing small
amounts of hormone into the
uterus has been announced.
Because of the unesie design
of this device, a patent was
granted to Antonio Scommegna,
M.D., a researcher and chair-
man of obstetrics and
gynecology _at Michael Reese
Medical Ceneer in Chicago.
While similar to conventional
intrauterine devices (IUD), the
new silicone rubber device is
smaller and less rigid. It con-
tains a reservoir of progesterone,
the chief hormone drug in birth
control pills. which is released
a 12-rnatith period in
littlE rit amount to cause
changes in the uterine lining and
prevent conception.
The new device must be
replaced at least once a year.
but because of its smaller size
and flexibility, it can be worn
comfortably by women who
have not been pregnant It elimi-
nates much of the cramping and
bleeding usually caused by
IUDs.
A big advantage is that the
small amount of hormone
released into the uterus each day
is safer than the larger clews of
hormones in the conventional
contraceptive pill which circul-
ate throughout the body.
Therefore, the risks associated
with the Pill, such as blood clots
and heart attacks, particularly
in women over 40 years old, are
Annther3dvan!age is
the early return Of fertility alter'
the removal of the device when
a woman wishes to become
pregnant.
Several years of testing and
approval by the Federal Food
and Drug Administration will be
required before the new device
can he made available.
Q Mrs I.R. writes that both
she and her husband are high-
strung and thinks this tendency
has been inherited by their son.
He has violent crying spells
when he does not get his way.
holds his breath, and turns blue.
She is worried that this might
came brain damage or other
problems. -
A. Breath-holding during a
temper tantrum is a common oc-
currence among youngsters arid
has no lasting ill effects
atalsning, try to-Ignore
such episodes As long as your
son knows that such behavior
gains your attennon. he will he
NLASINGAME
encouraged to repeat this lactic
Be sure to show him affection
and attention. 'when he is well-
behaved
Q: Miss 0.W asks whether the
field of general surgery is
available to women physicians.
A: Although there has been an
increase in the total number of
women surgeons, the actual
number is small. Of the 93,000
general surgeons in practice.
only about 3 per cent are
women There is still discrimina-
tion against women in surgical
training programs, but more
women medical school gradu-
ates than ever are choosing a
career In -general- surgerr -It - is-
estimated that one-third of all
general surgeons in the 19e0K
will he women
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HE DID IT ALL—Jeff High's did short ~rift you could
illumine Saturday bat it rasa'? mite enough as the Racers fell 113-
81 to SIU-Edwurdsvillo. Hughirs finished tho gam with 25 polite
and at one time, bit sight causative Hold goals from the long
range in the second half. Hughes also had. career-high 10 assists.




Ledger & Times Sports Editor
A few people were still
hanging around the Sports
Arena talking while inside the
locker room, water dripped
from an empty shower.
Jesse Williams and Jeff
Hughes stood beside their
lockers and Fred Overton
walked by and said a few words
to both of his senior players who
had just finished playing their
harts out in an 83-81 loss to SIU-
Edwardsville Saturday.
Zach Blasingame sat on the
floor, his uniform still on. His
head was buried between his
knees and every now and then
you could hear a quiet sob.
Outside, a few fans were still
taking, or should we say
rambling. Several people
remarked things about the
Murray State basketball team
that we won't repeat.
They accused them of folding
under pressure, playing poorly
and a variety of other angry
emotions came flowing out like
punches in a ring. The Saturday






— When a football team goes
winless one year and 13-1 the
next, an 11-point deficit in the
championship game seems
hardly worth worrying about.
"I never thought we would
lose because last year we were
0-10 and this year we were
down just about every game
going into the last quarter,"
said Northern Michigan flanker
Maur ict Mitchell after the
Wildcats wound up an improb-
able comeback season by rally-
ing to defeat Western Kentucky
16-14 in the Camellia Bowl.
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shouldn't even have been close
in Saturday's final of the
NCAA's eight-tea.n Division II
playoffs.
The favored Hilltoppers
turned loose a punishing I-for-
mation attack that ground out
302 yards rushing, more than
twice Northern Michigan's to-
tal.
Behind blocking that seemed
to push the Northerners back
two yards at each snap, tail-
back Lawrence Jefferson scam-
pered for 161 yards and full-
back Arnold Snardon plunged
for 110.
Meanwhile, the Hilltoppers'
touted defense was holding
Wildcat rushing star Stu Betts
to 22 yards and harassing Steve
Mariucci into a 5-for-14 passing
day.
Someone handed Hilltopper
Coach Jimmy Feix a statistics
sheet in the locker room, and




First, with the Hilltoppers
leading 14-3 in the second quar-
ter, Mariucci lofted a long pass
into a stiff wind. Rick Caswell
turned to intercept the under-
thrown ball — and fell down.
Mitchell grabbed the pass
and raced in for a 49-yard
touchdown that cut the Wild-
cat's deficit to 14-10 at the half.
Then Northern Michigan
opened the second half with a
line plunge by Don Awrey, the
same kind of play the Hill-
toppers had smeared in the
first half, when they held the
Wildcats to 34 yards rushing.
Only this time, Awrey slid off
a couple of tackles and sudden-
ly was running free on a 67-
yard touchdown gallop.
Then Barry Henry's 25-yard
field goal try sailed a few
inches to the left of the goal
post. Feix said he thought the
kick was good, but "the referee
was right in position.
Miss Your Paper?.
Subscribers who have not
received their home-
delivered copy of The
Murray Ledger S. Times by
5:30 p.m. ore urged to can
753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m. to insure delivery
of the newspaper. Calls must
be placed before 6 p.m.
Give Her A Gift Of
Health & Beauty
Little did they know of the
hurt, the deadening silence in
the locker room.
"Tell our fans to stay with
us," said Jeff Huges, who had
just finished with the best game
of his career.
"We're going to be all right
when conference play starts,
regardless of what they think
and say."
Vic Jordan, who had just
missed two shots in a final
hectic five seconds of the game,
smiled as he walked out and
said "We're young and making
mistakes. But we came a long
way tonight and we're going to
go a lot farther. I just hope our
fans don't quit on us. We aren't
going to quit on them."
They did come a long way.
The came from a halftime
deficit of 43-33 and put on a
super show in the second half. A
super show that included a run
of 14 points at the outset of the
half that put the Racers right
back into the game.
They played beautiful ball.
Hughes had 25 points in the
contest, 20 of those coming in
the second half as he fired in 10
of 11 field goals, most from the
15 to 20 foot range.
They played some of the best
defense they've played all year
and at times, the defense was
intimidating, whether or not
some of the "Saturday night
coaches" agree.
Murray led 71-65 with just
over six minutes left in the
game.
"If we would have had a five
point lead with about four
minutes left, we would have
went into our four-corner of-
fense," Overton said.
"But we didn't think when we
had the six-point lead with six
minutes left that it was the
proper time to go into the four-
corner."
Suddenly, SIU-E exploded
and with 1:20 left in the game,
the Cougars were leading 82-77.
Williams scored from under
with 52 seconds left and that
made it 82-79. Then with 39
seconds left, Cougar guard Alan
hunt was called for a charging
foul. Williams hit a 12-footer
with 27 seconds left and it was a
one-point game.
With 12 seconds left, Williams
committed an intentional foul
and Murray called time before
Hunt stepped to the line.
Overton put in 6-7 Earner Mays,
hoping that if the second shot
fell off, Mays would get the
rebound.
And that's what happened.
Hunt made the first free throw
to make it 83-81 but the second
one fell off into Mays' hands.
Mays cleared the ball down to
Williams who took a 17-footer
that missed and in the battle for
the ball, Murray was awarded
the ball out of bounds.
However, the clock still
showed 12 seconds as it didn't
Switch Made
SACRAMENTO, Calif. AP)
— The NCAA Division II na-
tional football championship
will be moved from Hughes
Stadium here to Wichita Falls,
Tex., a site selection committee
has announced.
Milt Weisbecker, chairman of
the NCAA site selection com-
mittee which picks the cham-
pionship's location, said Hughes
Stadium's inadequate facilities..4
prompted the decision to move
the Camellia Bowl contest else-
where.
He said his committee would
tell the NCAA executive com-
mittee at the Jan. 14-15 national
convention in St. Louis that the
change should be made in favor
of the more modern facility(in
Wichita Falls.
TENNIS
VALENCIA, Spain — U.S.
Open champion Manuel Orantes
won the singles title in the 62nd
Spanish Tennis Championship
for the fifth time with a 6-2, 6-4




OFF Reg $54 Now $44
through December 17th
start during the time Mays got
the rebound, Williams shot the
ball and the Racers were
awarded possession.
The officials decided there
were five seconds left so
Murray called for timeout to set
up a play.
"The ball was to be taken out
in the corner at a very unusual
angle. We have an out-of-bounds
play for under the basket and
the sides but we didn't have one
for that angle," Overton said.
-So we had to concock that
play during the timeout. We
tried to devise a way to make
sure we got it in to a good
shooter. We tried to swing
Hughes off Jesse and then pop
Jesse back out for the shot.
"But we were afraid we were
going to get called for five
seconds so the ball wound up in
Jordan's hands. Jordan was to
be our safety man, not the
shooter.
But he was the only one who
could get free to shoot,"
Overton said.
Jordan's first shot from 18
feet at the circle fell off to the
left and Jordan raced over to
follow his shot, get the rebound
and put up a 15-footer that fell
shoct at the buzzer.
It was a shame the ballgame
turned out the way it did. There
are several items we need to
bring out:
—SIU-Edwardsville is not a
had club. They were very
physical on the boards and had
some very good shooters.
--SIU-Edwardsville does not
have their own gym. Con-
sequently, they are used to
playing on the road.
—It was, for several Racers,
their best games of the season.
Hughes not only was fantastic
on offense but the defense he
played was also outstanding. It
makes you wonder how in the
world he could have had any
energy left to shoot the ball.
"I was, just in the right place
at the right time," 'said the 6-3
Hughes.
"Jesse was getting it to me
real nice. He gave some nice
passes, especially on the
fastbreaks."
Williams had 20 points and 11
rebounds and looked good.
Woolard hit nine of 12 shots
from the floor, had five
rebounds and looked awesome
in blocking a couple of shots. He
finished with 18 points in what
had to be his best game of the
season.
Jordon hit six of 15 from the
field for 12 points and had seven
rebounds and one of his best
defensive games. Blasingame
had just four points but did his
best "physical" work of the
season.
he had seven rebounds and
was extremely mean on
defense.
For SIU-E, Hunt poured in 21
points to pace the attack while
6-0 junior guard Robert Herrod
adding 16 and really hurt the
Racers in the second half.
Perhaps the most impressive
Cougar on the floor was 6-6
junior jumping-jack Robert
Catchings who poured in 19
points and grabbed 12 rebounds.
Murray drops to 2-5 on the
season while SIU-E is now 1-3.
The Racers will play one more
time this year, that being
December 29 at Memphis State.
The next home game will be
January 10 when a big and
powerful LSU-New Orleans
visits the Sports Arena.
5111-1
I g-fga ft-fta rb pf tp
Strubburg 2-7 0-0 4 2 4
Catching. 9-20 1-1 12 2 19
Allen 2-8 0-0 II 2 4
MIller 4-9 1-1 5 1 9
Peebles 2-10 0-0 0 2 4
Hutt 10-19 1-2 1 2 21
Herrod 7-12 2-2 4 0 16
Barnett 3-3 0-0 5 1 6
Totals 39-88 5-6 39 12 83
Murray
fg-fga ft-fta rb pf tp
Williams 9-24 2-2 11 20
Woolard 9-12 0-0 5 IS
Blasingame 24 0-0 7 4
Hughes 12-16 1-1 2 25
Jordan 6-15 0-0 7 12
Mays 0-0 0-0 1 0
Starbuek 0-1 0-0 0 0
Leffler 1-2 0-0 1 2
Smith 0-0 0-0 0 0
Totals 39-79 3-3 34 1 81
STU-E 43 40-83
Murray 33 48-81
lT RUNS IN THE FAMILY —Denise Griffith, cassia of AI-Americas
guard Darrell Griffith of Louisville Male, displays Inv relmiumling
Worts as she soars off the floor against Landow% Sew*, tight.
(Stuff Pleats* try Mike Ilswidea)
Best gift idea around...
SPECIAL 62-PIECE INTERNATIONAL
TOOL SET
1/4, 3/11, -1/2-inch drive
• Lifetime guarantee - If a
tool breaks in normal
use, simply return it to
us for a free replace-
ment.














a Weigh!: 6112 lbs. plus bar
and chain
• Powerful 34cc or 2.1 Cu.
Inch engine
• Automatic Trigger Oiling
• Cuts trees up to 20 inches
thick
al Powerful 65cc or 4.0 cu.
inch engine
• Cuts trees up to 38" thick
—19" guide bar AUTOMATIC OILER
• Compression release easy4k9HAIN SAW
start
• 3 cushioned hand grips
• Quiet low-tone muffler 2-YEAR
a 13 lbs. plus bar and chain WARRANTY
• Sticker provides positive










• Powerful 46cc or 2.8 cu.
inch engine
• Cuts trees up to 21/2 feet
thick-15" guide bar
• Quiet low-tone muffler
• 9 lbs. plus bar and chain
• Sticker provides positive






• Powerful 59cc or 3.6 cu.
inch engine
• Cuts trees up to 34 inches
thick-17" guide bar
• Cushioned hand grips
al Quiet low-tone muffler
• 13 lbs. plus bar and chain
• Sticker provides positive
wood gripping during cut
REMINOTON
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Racer Women Now 4-2
After Romping Lambuth
The Murray State women's
basketball team ran its season
record to 4-2 on the season by
blasting Lambuth 68-41





Next time you get the urge to
play around In Florida . . .
Come to Daytona's Castaway,
the state's most complete play-
ground for singles and families
alike. Check these features.
O 650 ft. on Beach & Ocean
• 300 Roorps, Efficiencies,
Suites & Apartments
C Restaurant & Lounge
• Night Club, Dancing &
Entertainment





Gift Shop & Beauty Salon
Color TV & Refrigerator
Tennis & Golf Privileges
65 Miles to Disney World
Daily door-to-door Bus
Service available
C Free chaise lounges
C Ample self parking
CoMe play in our playground.
it s Daytona's most complete











2075 S. Atlantic Ave .
P.O Box 7437
I Daytona Beech, Fla, 32016
Ph. (904) 255-6461
Please send new color
brochure & rate sheet
I Name
I Street
I City State 
Hayes and Jackie Jo Mounts,
the Racers got off to a rather
slow start before exploding late
in the first half and running out
to a lopsided 35-18 lead at in-
termission.
In the second half, hot outside
shooting by guard Jana Jones
and the inside work of Sindy
Macovik enabled the Racers to
blow out Lambuth. All 15
players on the squad saw action
in the contest.
Macovik, who came into the
game averaging 12.8 points per
game and 50 per cent from the
field, hit nine of 16 field goal
attempts and finished with a
game-high 21 points.
Jones, who was averaging 6.8
points per game, had one of her
best games of her career as she
hit six of 10 shots from the floor
and added five free throws to
finish with 17 points.
One of the keys for the win
was the rebounding department
where Murray had a very
lopsided 55-36 advantage.
Beverly Parrish pulled off 11
rebounds in the contest while
Cindy Leirnbach had eight,
Sindy Macovik seven and
Denise Griffith six.
therm
fg ft rb pf tp
Sindy Macovik 9 1 7 2 21
Jones 6 5 4217
Leimbach 1 1 8 1 3
Stokely I 0 1 0 2
Parrish 2 0 11 2 4
Dillingham 2 0 0 3 4
Maddox 0 1 2 0 1
Griffith 2 0 6 2 4
Sandy Macovick 2 0 5 2 4
Sinn 2 0 2 0 4
Woo/folk 1 2 4 4 4
Compton 0 0 2 3 0
K. Young 0 0 2 3
Weiss 0 3 0 0 0
B. Young 0 0 1 0 0
Totals X 12 55 24 66
Lambuth 18 21-41
Murray 35 33-48
LEND ME A HAND-Everybody is reselldng op for Ifun rebound bet Dime Woolf elk of the Racers is about
to make the grab. Also trying for tile Racers is Janet Csounifia(111), e freshman from bollard Memorial.
(Shift Motes by mike bossism)
Simpson Uncertain About His
Future, Wants In The Movies
By DAVE O'HARA .
AP Sports Writer
FOXBORO, Mass. (AP) -
With one game to go in his sev-
enth season in the National
Football League, O.J. Simpson
is uncertain of his future.
And everyone is wondering,
including his bosses: will one of
football's all-time great runners
quit to try for a movie career?
"If I have to, I'll buy a movie
company," owner Ralph Wilson
of the Buffalo Bills said Sunday
when asked about the possi-
bility of losing O.J.
After running for 185 yards
and his 21st touchdown of the
season in the Bills' 34-7 victory
over the New England Patriots,
the 28-year-old Simpson talked
about his future.
"I truly and honestly don't
know what I'll do," he said. "I
do know I want to be an actor.
I feel about acting what I used
to feel about football. There's
an element of the unknown."
Although he has two years
left on his contract with the
Bills and his dream of playing
in the Super Bowl is unfulfilled,
O.J. indicated he would quit
football if offered a role in the
upcoming movie "Ragtime"
and the film is shot during the
football season.
"I can retire any time I
want," he said. "I've always
felt I wanted to play in the Su-
per Bowl and I still do. But if
the right thing comes along -
well, I think I've proved to ev-
erybody I can play football."
"The Super Bowl would be
the last piece in 0.J.'s puzzle,"
pal Reggie McKenzie of the
Bills said. "But it could be a
matter of economics."
"O.J. is the best back I've
ever seen," New England
Coach Chuck Fairbanks said.
"He certainly would be missed
in football."
Simpson went over the 8,000-
yard mark in career rushing
with a 63-yard touchdown run
in the third period against the
Patriots Sunday.




LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1AP) -
Indiana didn't have revenge on
its mind when the Hoosiers dis-
membered UCLA 84-64 in a na-
tionally televised massacre two
weeks ago.
The burning question now
seems to be just how well In-
diana will play tonight with re-
venge thrown into the equation.
The Hoosiers' opponents
tonight in Freedom Hall here
will be none other than the
Kentucky Wildcats, those ras-
cals who upset Indiana's un-
beaten and top-ranked squad
92-90 in the finals of the NCAA
Mideast Regional last March.
That defeat cost Indiana a
perfect season and a trip to the
national finals in sunny San
Diego. While Kentucky was in
California, the Hoosiers had to
sit at home and plan revenge
against the varmints who put
that "1" on their 31-1 final
record.
Kentucky Coach Joe Hall
knows only too well that In-
diana has had nine months to
study that lone defeat, and he
has been quick to circle the
wagons 'round his youthful
Wildcats.
"We're going to have to play
better than we've played all
year," said Hall, "and we're
going to have to play as good
as we will all year."
The Cats, devoid of four sen-
ior starters who paced the up-
set of Indiana, have featured a
Cinderella Colts Need Only
One Win For Spot In Playoffs
By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
It was a drive that typified
Baltimore's entire season. It
was a long, long one, filled with
a few clutch plays and a few
bizare plays - and it was a
successful one.
"I knew we had a long way
to go," Coach Ted Marchibroda
said Sunday after his miracle
Colts, buried on their own f our-
yard line in overtime, clawed,
their way across the field and
into position for Toni Linhart's
sudden-death 31-yard field goal
that beat Miami 10-7.
-That's the kind of team we
have," Marchibroda said of his



















to bring you this new kind
of floor-to-ceiling warmth
and comfort.
O Beautiful Beige-Coppertone cabinet.
D Thermostatically controlled
D Burns wood completely — less ash.
Il Build only one fire a season.
O Holds fire overnight.
Other models for wood only or for
coal and wood.
Murray Supply Co.
208 E. Main - 753-3361
who have risen from a dis-
astrous 2-12 National Football
League season in 1974 to 9-4,
within one victory of a division-
al championship and playoff
berth in 1975. "They've been
doing what they've had to do
all season long."
And he called the triumph
"without a doubt the greatest
I've ever had - all the way
back to high school."
The victory threw first place
in the American Conference's
East Division into a flat-footed
tie - but one in which the Colts
have their best foot forward.
Since they've beaten Miami in
both meetings this year, all
they need is another victory
next Sunday against New Eng-
land to take the title, regard-
less of what the Dolphins do
Saturday against Denver.
"The Colts deserved to win,"
Miami Coach Don Shula said
matter-of-factly. "They had
what it took in the overtime
and came up with big plays
during the final drive. We had
the opportunity to win through-
out the game, but we couldn't
come up with big plays."
The Colts, completely rebuilt
since winning the 1971 Super
Bowl, tied the score 7-7 on a
six-yard touchdown run by Ly-
dell Mitchell with 5:30 remain-
ing in regulation time, then
launched their winning drive
following Larry Seiple's coffin-
corner punt.
They converted three third-
down plays on the drive and
quarterback Bert Jones, play-
ing with injured ribs, com-
pleted four consecutive passes
for 45 yards. Miami scored its
touchdown in the third quarter
on a three-yard run by Mercury
Morris.
- vairtiesisar et; seem me
Jim Otis rushed for 147 yards
- to reach 1,007 yards for the
year - and scored twice as the
Cardinals clinched their second
straight NFC East title. "Now I
know what it feels like," he
said. _
Rams 22, Packers 5
Tom Dempsey booted field
goals of 40, 39 and 38 yards and
Ron Jaworski completed 15 of
24 passes for 174 yards in place
of injured James Harris to lead
Los Angeles past the Packers.
Oilers 27, Raiders 26
Dan Pastorini's two-yard
touchdown pass to tight end
Mack Alston on the final play
of the game and Skip Butler's
extra point gave Houston its
victory over the Raiders.
George Blanda had one of the
roughest days in his 26-year ca-
reer. He Missed an extra point
attempt, had another blocked
and missed a 27-yard field-goal
attempt in the fourth quarter.
Lions I7,.Vikhigs 10
Detroit scored two first-quar-
ter touchdowns, the second on a
46-yard run by Bobby Thomp-
son, to sting the Vikings. Min-
TAKING AIM-Grover -Snake" Wettiord fires in two of kit /5
points Saturday against SIU-Edwardsville. Defending for
Cougars ore Robert Catching' (35) and Robert 'ferried (70)
nesota's Fran Tarkenton
needed just one touchdown pass
to tie Johnny Unitas' career
record of 290 - but he didn't
get it. Instead he got sacked
four times.
Falcons 31, 49ers 9
"It was almost like he hand-
ed me the ball it was so per-
' beet," Alfred Jenkins said or his
20-yard and 63-yard touchdown
passes from rookie Steve Bar-
tkowsio in the Falcons' rout of
San Francisco. Bartkowski
completed seven passes to Jen-
kins for 147 yards,
Browns 40, Chiefs 14
Greg Pruitt rushed for 214
yards and three touchdowns
and joined Jim Brown and Le-
roy Kelly as the only Browns to
surpass 1,000 yards in a season.
Cowboys 31, Redskins 10
"Now we are in the playoffs
and we'll play anybody ... to-
morrow if necessary," said
Dallas Coach Tom Landry after
Saturday's rout of Washington.
It was supposed to be a rebuild-
ing year for the Cowboys.
Roger Staubach passed for
two touchdowns and ran for
one. The Redskins' hopes were
dashed when quarterback Bill
Kilmer, who went into the
showdown game with a bad
shoulder and a broken bone in
his left foot, suffered another
shoulder separation and an in-
jury to his passing hand.
Steelers 35, Bengals 14
Franco Harris rushed for 118
yards and a pair of touchdowns
and Terry Bradshaw passed for
one and ran for another in
Pittsburgh's Saturday rout of
Cincinnati,
Broncos 25, Eagles 10
Denver's Floyd Little, play-
ing at home for the final time
in his brilliant nine-year pro ca-
reer, raced 66 yards with a
third-quarter screen pass and
ran for another touchdown in
the closing minutes to carry the
Broncos past Philadelphia
Bills 14, Patriots 14
O.J. Simpson ran for 185
yards and scored his 21st touch-
down of the season while Jim
Braxton plunged for a pair of
scores to lead Buffalo over the
Patriots. Simpson surpassed
the 8,000-yard mark in career
rushing and has 1,760 for the
year.
Giants 28, Saints 14
Rondy Colbert's 65-yard punt
return for a touchdown, Doug
Kotar's 46-yard run for another
score and Craig Morton's 45-
yard TD pass to Ray Rhodes
















lineup of three sophomores, a
freshman and a junior in
amassing a 2-2 record to date.
After an odiferous 89-77 low to
Northwestern in its opener,
Kentucky has shown marked
improvement in its last three
games - a 90-77 loss to No. 4
North Carolina, a 91-69 clubbing
of Miami of Ohio and, last Sat-
urday, a come-from-behind 54-
48 decision over Kansas.
In an effort to get some size
into the lineup, Hall has gone
with 6-foot-11 sophomores Mike
Phillips and Danny Hall in the
pivot. "We're not getting the
points and we're not getting the
rebounds" from either player,
Hall said. He said that the
bulky Phillips saw little action
against Kansas because the
Cats needed a quicker lineup
against the Jayhawks; such
might be the case again
tonight.
Kentucky's only success at
center has come when another
6-foot-11 sophomore, Rick Rob-
ey, has moved in from his for-
ward position. "It makes us a
real small team with (Jack)
Givens and (James) Lee at for-
ward and Robey at center,"
said Hall. Givens and Lee are
both 6-foot-5.
But it was that lineup which
allowed Kentucky to overcome
a 48-45 Kansas lead in the wan-




























Pen and Pencil Set
Tape Cassettes
Electric Razor
We'll seal any money or small gift you being us in this brightly
labeled Christmas Can-O-Cult. It is then ready for giving_ . .as it
even includes a "to and from" area on the label. Can-O-Cash reveals
its contents only after it is opened with • can opener.
Can-O-Cash is not only fun. it's practical, too. TM opened can
then converts into • year 'round savings bank with its own dotted







Young Adult and Kirksey
Adult Farmer Classes meets at
30 p. in. at Murray Vocational
Center. For more information
contact Jamie Potts, 753-1870.
Tuesday, December 16
Area Dairy Meeting will be
!ield at 7:30 P. in. at the Murray
Vocational Center. For more
information contact Ted













LA RGE-CA PACITY, E FF. IC I E NT MI ANL: RI NG OPERAT IONS
'are becoming nun•e important for economic and ecological
reasons. Greater use of manure on distant, less fertile fields has
resulted in the saving of more than S55 an acre in costs of tom-
menial fertilizer. But geographical expansion of manuring oper-
ations requires larger, more efficient spreaders to save time and
fiiel-cinistiming trips.
Three new or improved large-capacity manure spreader models
In Hit Spurn New Holland are designed to meet expanded
needs. All of these spreaders are equipped wit h tandem
wheels for easier, cleaner and more efficient transport over hilly,
uneven terrain and public roads. The new spread oder is the le!
371 tank spreader, shown at upper right. -With a 1,412-gallon
capacity. it is the largest in the line. The 1,060-gallon Nlodef368
tank spreader, lower right, now also is equipped with tandem
wheels. A new feature of Nlixlel S676 box spreader, top, is the
addition of worm-gear drive to its capacity of -61/2 tons.
•
Farmers Who Increase Manure Use
Can Increase Their Profits, Too
More attention is being
concentrated on the storage,
handling and application of
manure than at any time in
farming history.
At a recent international
meeting on the subject, a total
of 180 different research reports
were given.














A full 81 PTO hp 4 cyl. Perkins di-
rect injection diesel goes to work on
your toughest jobs when you choose
the new MF 285. Optional power ad-
just tread or manually adjusted wheels.
Choose 3-point Category II linkage,
or convert to Category Ill linkage.
The MF 285 also features a heavy-
duty swinging drawbar as standard
equipment. This is the tractor you
need to handle 4-5 plow jobs and a







grown with his other farming
activities, finds himself caught
between his cost-saving efforts
to utilize more manure to
replace higher-priced com-
mercial fertilizer and existing
or pending legislation on the
storage, handling and ap-
plication of manure.
This increased attention to
manure has resulted in a
growing number of extension
studies into the development,




One phase of the studies
centers on how much manure
can the soil accommodate
without causing nitrate con-
centration.
While such studies will vary
according to different areas,
there appears to be ample room
for increased application of
manure. In regions with
relatively heavy rainfall where
application standards have
already been set, the maximum
amounts of manure range in the
50 to 60 ton-per-acre category.
Actual existing applications
may range down to 5 to 10 tons
per acre. In more arid regions,
comparable studies also show
significantly more manure can
be safely applied.
Another phase of studies looks
into where it is best to apply the
manure. One extension
recommendation suggests that
farmers consider putting more
emphasis on manuring more
distant fields, which likely have
been neglected in the past, than
fields closer to the barn, where
it was easier and more con-
venient to manure regularly.
One such individual farmer
study showed that increasing
manure application on distant
less fertile fields saved more
than $55 an acre in commercial
fertilizer; while application
closer to the barn saved only $30
an acre in fertilizer costs.
All of this attention and
studies points to the needs of
today's farmer of transporting
and applying manure as ef-
ficiently and cleanly as
possible. Shifting emphasis to
more distant fields call for
larger per-trip loads with a
manure spreader that won't
leak or spill while traveling
over public roads or rough
terrain,
In gearing up for this in-
creased emphasis on efficient
and safe manuring, new trends
in spreaders have kept pace
with present-day needs, ac-
cording to John Furry, product
manager at Sperry New
Holland, the leading spreader
manufacturer.
He points.out the addition of a
new tank spreader and im-
portant improvements in two
other spreaders in the Sperry
New Holland line of a dozen
different models, which can be
matched to any size farming
operation.
All of the new or improved
models have large capacities
and are equipped with tandem
wheels for easier, cleaner and
more efficient transport.
The new machine is the Model
371 tank spreader with a 1,412-
gallon ( 350-bushel) capacity. It
is the largest in the line. In
addition to the tandem wheels,.
which provide added support
for the extra heavy load, faster
and smoother transport, a
hydraulic lid opener is standard
equipment. An option is a
triangle flange, which helps
contain liquid manure when
moving over hilly terrain.
The 1,060-gallon Model 368
tank spreader now also is
equipped with tandem wheels.
Another improvement is the
use of worm-gear drive in the
Model S676 standard box
spreader. By adding worm-gear
drive to its 61-2-ton capacity —
easily transported with tandem
wheels — power is transferred
with a more continuous motion
to avoid stop-start strain on the
spreader's apron chain.
The addition of the new tank
spreader and the improvements
to the other large-capacity tank
and box spreaders," Furry
explains, -provides the most
important features today's
manuring requires as it is ex-
panded both geographically and
in quantity throughout farming
operations."
Here are two tips for holi-
day food shoppers from UK
Extension home management
specialists. You pay more
money for less meat when
you buy a self-basting turkey,
since these birds may contain
oil, water, flavor enhancers,
edible fats, emulsifiers, and
coloring materials. And
compare prices when you buy
ready-made plum puddings
and fruit cakes-those in
fancy Christmas boxes may
cost more than the same




If the entire family plans and
works together, the Christmas
holiday can be one each family
member will long remember.
1. Let all the family members
plan together: a. What will be
done; b. Who will do it; c.
Where it will be done.
2. Let the family decide upon
the "musts" in home living and
who will do each task during the
Christmas season, such as:
cleanliness in the bathroom,
kitchen and wearing apparel,
good meals, etc.
3. Let the family decide upon
-slights" for the Christmas
season, such as dusting every
day, using unnecessary china,
silver and glasses in meal
times, except for the special
meals.
4. Let the family give con-
sideration to the welfare of its
working members in planning
the fun each individual will
have. Be sure it does not in-
terfere with the rest and sleep
or the work of anyone,
5. Let each member of the
family carry out his full share of
responsibility - even the four-
year-old can have his part.
6. Have a place for
everything, and let each family
member know where it is. Keep
everything in its place.
7. Clean thoroughly the seek•
before Christmas so thei:e wiJJ
be a minimum of cle.anin*-yo
have to do during Christmas
week. Make a list of jobs to be
done and who is to do this,
marking it off as that job is
done.




information and other services
only to indivudals and in-
stitutions that function without
regard to race, color, sex or
national origin.
Farm Chemical Group Saves
Farmers $5 Million Last Year
LOUISVILLE — A new farm
chemical group purchasing
program operated by Kentucky
Farm Bureau saved the state's
farmers $5 million on their crop
chemicals last year, according
to Bob Wade, KFB president.
The savings came not only
through the program's lower
prices, Wade told farmers at-
tending the 56th Kentucky
Farm Bureau convention in
Louisville. In addition, overall
retail prices in the state were
down 10 per cent during Farm
Bureau's order period, an
apparent response by chemical
dealers to the statewide Farm
Bureau price list.
Wade said the chemical
program has given farmers an
opportunity "to have a
bargaining voice, a place where
we can reach in and stabilize
prices, a place we can save
some money."
Farmers in 95 Kentucky
counties will make chemical
purchases through the 1976
program. These orders should
be worth at least $5 million, he
noted, of an anticipated $50
million in total farm chemical
sales in the state.
Another new Farm Bureau
service — estate planning —
can have a very beneficial ef-
fect on a farm family's
pocketbook, Wade told the
convention audience.
-Most people, including
myself, would rather not talk
about death," he said. "But
when you get right down to it,
you can plan your estate much
better before your death than
you can the day after."
He said the Farm Bureau
program would not attempt to
"do your attorney's work, or
your accountant's work," but
would simply provide an overall
analysis of how best to reduce
farmers' estate and inheritance
taxes, and get the most
property to surviving family
members.
In recent years, outdated
exemption levels and increased
farmland values have sent farm
estate tax levies soaring. Many
times, intended heirs are forced
to sell farmland, and thus take
it out of production, just to pay
inheritance tax bills.
In other parts of his annual
convention address, Wade:
—Warned that Farm Bureau
and other groups face a tough
fight in the upcoming
legislature over public em-
ployee unionization. Farm
Bureau opposes legislation that
would require governmental
employees in the state to af-
filiate with, and pay dues to, a
union.
—Said President Ford's
temporary cut-off of grain sales
to Russia during this year's
grain harvest constituted a
"breach of trust with farmers."
After calling for full grain
production and promising no
market interference by
government, Ford bowed to
union demands that Soviet sales
be suspended.
Create Your Own Holiday Designs
Nuthing is more satisfying than creating an attract., •
decoration. Here china elves in peppermint stripes add festive
air to a simple do-it-yourself arrangement suitable fin- hall or
i•niTee table.•
This design needs no pattern and uses inexpensive materials
readily available. The base. which can be easily cut in any desired
Thape with a paring knife, is made of white plastic foam one and
inches thick, then edged with bright ribbon. Plastic foam
1 available at variety stores, florists and lumber yardis.
•`—juhiper greenery—is tucked into the tee-stinped ptetes .of the
foam. Rounded toothpicks and glue twhite glue for plastics' hold
the trees to the base. Christmas balls and glitter add the extra
holiday touch. Attractive holiday candles such as angels. carolers
md Santas can be used in place of the china elves.
-Two days after harvest
started in Kentucky," Wade
said, -our market was shut
off."
—Described federal welfare
programs as -something to be
ashamed of," and urged far-
mers to unite and -work out
some solutions to this millstone
around our country's neck."
He said people have neglected
to care for the needy, but in-
stead have ''hired the
politicians and bureaucrats to
be our brotherly live public
relations men, and they've
messed up the program, and




I Take My Account
Before Age 591/2?
If you receive all or a part of
your account before age 591/2,
and are not disabled, you'll pay
a stiff tax penalty. Not only will
you have to include the amount
received in your ordinary in-
come for the year of receipt,
but a Federal penalty tax equal
to 10 per cent of the amount
received will be imposed.
We would like the opportunity to discuss with you,









Wayne Feed Deka% Seed Corn
Ky Registered and codified
Soybean Seed
\ Diract teletype 
continually reports Chicago Board




Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404




El Dorado Tires CBI Tires
for Tractors, Combines, Truck and
Passenger cars including a complete
line of Rain, Mud and Snow Tires
Purchase Tire Mart
East Main at Industrial Rood
753-7111 Max Keel, Mgr.
Fa
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sale agreements between this
country and Japan and Poland
are basically attempts to repair
the reputation of the United
States as a reliable supplier in
world markets.
This is the view of William J.
Kuhfuss, president of the
American Farm Bureau. He
was in Louisville addressing the
56th annual convention of
Kentucky Farm Bureau, in
session at the Galt House.
Kuhfuss told the 2,000 farmers
in the audience that the
suspending of grain sales to
Russia and Poland last summer
-just about convinced major
importing nations that the
United States cannot be con-
sidered a reliable supplier.
"The halt of the Soviet grain
sales engineered by the AFL-
CIO and the State and Labor
departments, represented the
third consecutive government
interference in export trading in
the past several years," Kuh-
fuss said.
In 1973 the administration
placed a temporary embargo on
soybean sales, causing a near
panic situation in Japan, a
major U. S. soybean customer.
In 1974, the administration
cancelled existing grain sale
contracts with the Soviet Union,
and later reinstated them.
Kuhfuss said the job of
recapturing buyer confidence
overseas has fallen to
Agriculture Secretary Earl
Butz. This will not be an easy
task, he said, especially in light
of the fact that the latest
agreements cannot be legally
enforced.
"Most trade observers have
said from the beginning that the
Soviet agreement, covering the
next five years, was largely
window dressing to justify the
administration's capitulation to
the labor unions," Kuhfuss said.
In other rernakrs, the Illinois
farmer told KFB members that
a healthy farm export market
"benefits consumers and the
national economy, as well as
farmers.
"Our $22 billion in exports
helps pay the bill for oil im-
ports, currently running at $26
billion annually," he said.
Kuhfuss, who was recently
named by President Ford to the
U.S. Advisory Committee for
Trade Negotiations, said
current trade talks in Geneva
could benefit the United States
if negotiators can succeed in
removing several barriers to
U.S. exports.
The removal of such barriers
as variable levies, import
quotas, export subsidies and
import licensing requirements
by other countries is essential
"if we are to expand our in-





This week, you're probably
decorating your home for
Christmas - along with finishing
Trigg County Farmer
Honored By Farm Bureau
LOUISVILLE—Firmon Cook
III, a 28-year-old Trigg County
farmer, has been named
Kentucky's Outstanding Young
Farmer by the Kentucky Farm
Bureau Federation.
Cook's selection for the honor
was announced at a young
farmers luncheon being held as
part of the 56th Kentucky Farm
Bureau convention in session at
the Galt House in Louisville.
The winner was chosen from
eight district finalists in the
statewide competition. He will
receive a 1976 Ford pick-up
truck to use for one year, and
will represent Kentucky in the
national OYF finals in St. Louis
next month.
Cook farms some 1,400 acres
in Trigg and Caldwell counties,
of which he owns approximately
450 acres. His major crops this
year are corn, with 580 acres,
double-cropped soybeans and
wheat, 300 acres, and 10 acres of
tobacco. In addition, tie
markets 1,500 hogs annually,
and has a 90-cow beef herd.
Cook's farming career began
on a small scale when he was 12,
with 3,4 acre of dark fired
tobacco sharecropped by he and
his father. At that time, Cook's
family owned no land.
I.
He continued to sharecrop
throughout high school and
college, and made his initial
land purchase of 115 acres in
1969. He has continued to ex-
pand his operation, and at
present, owns 450 acres and
leases an additional 950 acres
for crop and livestock
production.
During the past six years,
Cook has acquired 30,000-bushel
capacity on-the-farm grain
storage facilities, has tran-
sformed his hog operation from
pasture lots to confinement and
has adopted the use of no-till
and minimum tillage
techniques where required by
land characteristics.
He has also gone to aerial
application of crop chemicals,
and recently purchased
equipment to grind his own
livestock feed.
Cook's crop yields have
shown consistent improvement
averaging 120 bushels of corn
per acre, 35 bushels of soybeans
and 40 bushels of wheat for each
acre planted.
His management efficiency
has also been getting steadily
better, and he realized a 27 per
cent return on investment
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Junction 121 & Sedalia Road Mayfield, Ky
many other protects that are
part of getting ready for the
holidays. Barletta Wrather
suggests having "Christmas in
every corner," yet adds a
reminder to avoid over-
decorating.
Simplicity should be the
keynote, Mrs. Wrather says.
Simple, original decorations
will bring the thought of
Christmas while avoiding the
clutter that often results from
too-elaborate decorations.
Red and green bows, bowls
full of Christmas balls, or ar-
tificial snow in unexpected
places can convey the Christ-
mas spirit. Even a lone candle,
with greenery placed low
around its base, gives a holiday
touch to an otherwise un-
decorated corner, she says. A
manger scene, a Madonna and
Child, a star, shepherds, or
Wisemen can be used in at-
tractive scenes if other
decorations in the room are
kept simple.
Decorating should be a family
project, she recommends. The
family will enjoy the Christmas
decorations more if they have
helped plan and place them. If
there are small children in your
family, the decorations should
appeal to their interests.
Many Christmas decorations
burn easily, Mrs. Wrather
warns; so be especially careful
about fire during Christmas-
time. Keep lighted candles
away from clothing, curtains
and greenery. Leave the cut
base of the Christmas tree in
water overnight before putting
up the tree and then keep it
watered throughout the
holidays; take the tree down
before it becomes very dry.
Tree lights should not be left on
for long periods of time, she
concludes.
front "mansion Illoseimileie se
the UK Colley of Aorfashors
"Lunch meats" make ex-
pensive sandwiches when
compared to sandwiches
made from sliced leftover
roast. Next time a roast is
part of your menu plan,
choose one a little larger and







By Ted Howard, Ag. Agent
Hedging - futures -
speculators—brokers: these
terms usually bring to mind big-
city trading on the stock ex-
change, not the upcoming sale
of your steers or soybeans. Yet
understanding terms like these
could mean the difference
between profit and loss for your
farm operation.
Starting Feb. 2, a series of
television programs will ex-
plore how these and other
aspects of the marketplace
relate to the sale of agricultural
produce and how you can do the
most profitable job of
marketing your farm products.
"Farm Marketplace,"
planned especially for the
Kentucky farmer, will be shown
over Kentucky Educational
Television each Monday night
from Feb. 2 to May 17 at 7 p.m.,
Central Time, and 8 p.m.,
Eastern Time. The 16 half-hour
shows are planned to give you a
better understanding of today's
farm marketing system and
show ways of using this
knowledge to get more money
for your farm products.
If you enroll at your county
Extension office, you also will
receive free printed material
related to the program topics.
Details on TV channels
carrying the series are also
available at Extension Offices.
"Farm Marketplace" is




produced by KET. The
programs will feature members
of UK's Department of
Agricultural Economics and
selected guests.
Programs in the series will
cover such topics as: how and
when to sell crops and
livestock; the advantages and
disadvantages of different
marketing methods, such as the
cash market, forward con-
tracting, and the future
market; how the futures
market operates and how to
trade on futures; the benefits
and pitfalls of using futures as a
tool in farm business
management; hedging and
other market strategies; and
the role of transportation and
storage in the marketing
system.
Enrollment by mid-January
is required so that the free
printed material can be
prepared and sent to those
planning to watch the TV
program. Call or stop by your
county Extension office now to




pork? Cook it THOROUGHLY.
Pork is a nutritious and tasty
meat that can add variety to
meals, but you must handle it
properly to make sure it is safe
to eat, says the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture (USDA).
USDA's Animal and Plant
Health Inspection Service
( APHIS) says that any product
containing pork should be
cooked to at least 170 deg. F.
This includes combinations beef
and pork meatloaf, many
sausages, partially cooked
hams and bacon, as well as
fresh cuts such as chops and
roasts.
Dr. George Harner,
southeastern director of APHIS'
meat and poultry inspection
program, says the best way to
check for doneness is to use a
thermometer, especially when
cooking thick pork cuts over 1.
inch. Insert the thermometer
into the center of the thickest
part of the meat and make sure
it doesn't touch either bone or
fat so that you get a true tem-
perature reading for the meat
itself. If a meat thermometer is
not available, cut deeply next to
the bone before serving, to
make sure the color has
changed from pink to white.
Harner explained, "You need
not overcook your meat to make
it safe. Use low to moderate
temperatures for thick cuts so
they can be thoroughly cooked
in the center, but not dry on the
surface. Thin cuts can be
cooked at a higher temperature,
even broiling."
Planning pork for a bar-
becue? Harner says thin cuts of
pork can be cooked effectively
on a barbecue grill providing
the coals are not too hot. Ex-
cessive heat will burn the
surface before the inside is
thoroughly cooked. If the pork
cuts are medium thickness,
approximately 1 inch, it might
be necessary to move the coals
to the side for indirect heat.
Thicker cuts of pork can be used
if it is possible to cover the
barbecue for a "roasting" ef-
fect. This will give a delicious
barbecue flavor and the heat
will have a chance to penetrate
thoroughly. With a ther-
mometer, test the center of the
meat for doneness at least 170
SHORT ROWS
By Nevyle Shackelford
Gardening Tips from Extension Specialists at the
University of Kentucky College of Acriare
Want to confuse garden
Insects and inhibit their
depredations without the use
of chemicals?
If so—and who doesn't,—
you might experiment a little
by mixing your plantings of
vegetables come spring.
Some entomologists say
that chemical cues leading
particular insects to particular
rood plants become masked
when other plants are nearby.
In other words, a mixed stand
of vegetable plants emits a
barrage of multiple chemical
odors that could possibly
confuse marauding insects to
the point of distraction.
This confusion of chemical
stimuli given off by a mixture
of plants cause the break-
down of insect orientation
and feeding habits, some
scientists believe. In turn, this
situation can decrease the
reproductive efficiency and




brussels sprouts, a Cornell
University researcher
discovered that even a slight
increase in plant variety made
Meat Supply Down, Beef Up
CHICAGO—Production of red
meats will be down in 1975,
despite record supplies of beef,
according to David H. Stroud,
President of the National Live
Stock and Meat Board. He said
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17 per cent drop in pork
production.
He said total red meat
production of 36.4 billion pounds
(carcass weight) amounts to
180.5 pounds per capita, down
from last year's 187.5 pounds.
That breaks down into an
average ( on a carcass weight
basis) of 119.6 pounds of beef,
4.1 pounds of veal, 54.8 pounds
of pork and 2.0 pounds of lamb
available per person in the U.S.
The Meat Board Chief
Executive pointed out that the
uonsumption figures were
• 'carcass weight" or • 'hanging
weight." Actual retail sale
weight and • .on the dinner
plate" weight would be much
lower. This year's 180.5 pounds
carcass weight would amount to
only 63.5 pounds cooked, ac-
tually-eaten beef, veal, pork
and lamb—or less than three
ounces a day.
"Beef consumption will be a
record high this year," said
Stroud. "However, this gain is
not enough to offset the sharp
decline in per capita pork
availability which is at the
lowest level in 40 years. While
veal consumption has doubled
since 1974, the supply is still
limited, at less than 5 pounds
per capita +carcass weight).
Lamb - continued its gradual
(Iowntrend...
As the meat industry closes
the books on 1975, many ob-
servers feel next year will see
an easing of problems related to
weather and feed supplies.
A
by interplanting collards with
tomatoes reduced the number
of flea beetles, the prime pest
of collards.
The statement, "there are
more bugs now than there
used to be," is frequently
heard coming from older
farmers and gardeners. This
may, indeed, be a fact.
Modern monocultural farm
practices, which means huge
plantings of particular crops,
make it easy for insects to.
find their favorite food and in
tremendous amounts. This
often results in insect out-
breaks hard to handle. Sud-
den proliferations of plant-
eating insects are certainly
more likely to happen on
growths of single varieties of
plants where the food source
is highly concentrated.
Testing with flea beetles,
the Cornell researcher
discovered that the number
of these pests attacking
monocultures of collards was
from two to four times higher
than the number attacking
fields of collards mixed with
tomato and tobacco plants.
The assumption was that the
chemical odors given off by
the tomato and tobacco
plants "masked" the stimuli
given off by the collards
which guided the beetles to
them.
deg. F.) before serving.
Thorough cooking of pork is
necessary to eliminate the
possibility of contracting
trichinosis caused by tiny
parasites called trichinae in
raw pork. Though the reported
cases of trichinosis in the
United States are few, the
disease still exists. Cases can
result from improperly cured
homemade sausage, beef which
has been in contact with pork
and eaten rare, and uncooked
cuts of fresh pork.
Harner said people can get
trichinosis when they eat un-
dercooked pork that contains
the trichinae, but it cannot be
transferred from person to
person. Although there are
guards against the disease and
not many hogs have trichinae, it
is very important that the
consumer protect himself from
infection by cooking pork
thoroughly.
Beef does not contain
trichinae but if pork and beef
are packaged together as in
"meatloaf combination," the
beef must be cooked thoroughly
just like pork. Beef which has
been in contact with pork should
never be used for steak tartare.
(The U. S. Department of
Agriculture does not recom-
mend eating any meat raw.)
Harrier offered this advice,
"After handling raw pork wash
your hands, utensils and cutting
board thoroughly before using
them again for other foods or
for cutting and serving the
cooked pork. It is always im-
portant to prevent cross-
contamination of any raw or
cooked meats."
In packing plants operating
under federal meat inspection,
pork products that may be
eaten without further cooking
by the consumer are processed
to kill trichinae—by cooking,
special freezing and holding, or
curing. All hot dogs and some
hams on the market are fully
cooked. But before eating any
pork product without cooking it,
make certain it is labeled "fully
cooked."
There are so many delicious
ways to serve pork and
thorough cooking doesn't im-
pair its flavor or succulence.
Just remember a few tips: cook
slowly at a low to moderate
temperature to retain juiciness;
use a meat thermometer for
efficient temperature control;
and, for safety sake, avoid
contaminating other foods with
raw pork.
A convenient meat and
poultry cooking and storage
chart is available free from
APHIS. Send your request to the
Southeastern Regional In-
formation Office, USDA,
APHIS, Room 220, 1718











Every component of these International machines is per-
fectly matched for balanced capacity harvesting. The
deep-ledge cutterbar gives you better feeding in thick or
thin stands. Massive 22-in diameter cylinder for full-
width threshing—and fin-and-wire straw walkers are
almost plug-free Opposed-action cleaning system works
at top efficiency in any terrain.
• Quick-Attach universal feeder for fast changeover from
grain header to corn head.
• Grain headers from 10 to 20 ft.—low-angle corn heads
for 2,3,4 rows.
• Comfort-control cabs are standard; big grain tank
with hp to match.
• Options: electronic monitor warns of slowdowns in 6
combine functions; hydrostatic drive: flexible, floating
cutter bar to save extra bushels of beans.




• 1 Med 715 Diesel It/dm-1975 model
9 lees. lift.. now vierraity
For the Gentleman Fanner
with a Sporty Family
1973 & 1975 Corvettes
4 in stock now
2 maroon, 1 orange, 1 white
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
641 South 753-2617



















For today's girl on the go
• Crazy Curl, the steam
styling wand that gives
you 10 second curls
that last
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Buy A Box For the
Price of 1 Single Car
2 ..../994
Total of 50 Cards islingle














L. E. D. (Light Emitting Diode)
Men's Watches by Westclox
•Full feature L. E. D. (Light Emitting Diode I Digital
.Displays hours, minutes, seconds, date
'Famous Quartrznatic accuracy.
()Easy to set — easy to read
WESTCLOX
D.NOM CV aell9Vd. n.E
Z 70.11.rf INDUSTRIES COMPANY
LA &WA UACOS
No. 34328 L. E. D. Digital
Hours-Minutes-Seconds-Date
Square-shaped, gold
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Four Dead After Tank Car Explodes At Niagara Falls
NIAGARA FALLS NY (AP)
- Four persons were killed and
nearly 80 others overcome by
chlorine fumes, including some
pepple in a store three miles
away, after a railroad tank car
exploded and spread the deadly
gas over a wide area.
The tank car, parked per-
manently on a siding at the
Hooker Chemicals & Plastics
Corp. plant here, exploded
about 7:40 p.m. Sunday.
The dead and many of the se-
riously ill were Hooker employ-
es, but motorists driving past
the plant and people the
store also were felled.* clouds
of gas.
The blast blew parts of the
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room and cut a hole in one of
two other tank cars on the sid-
ing. Authorities feared for a
time that the second car also
would explode.
"We heard about four loud
explosions out of nowhere, and
then there was a lot of smoke,"
said Edward Chatrnon, who
lives near the plant. "There
weren't any flames, just smoke
and fumes filled the air."
Sheriff's deputies warned
nearby residents of the spread-
ing gas. Several hours later
they said the fumes had dis-
sipated.
Walter E. Fitzgerald, the
plant's production manager,
said the cause of the Nut had
not been determined. He sidd
the four workers killed by the
gas were in the immediate area
of the blast.
Dead at Niagara Falls Me-
morial Medical Center were
Clyde J. McBride, 34, Raymond
E. Zaso, 80, James D. Colqu-
houn, 29, and Lester Docks, 63,
all of Niagara Falls.
Oscar H. Bell, Niagara Coun-
ty's coroner, said the men ap-
parently died of gas inhalation.
One man was hospitalized in
critical condition and 10 other
persons were admitted for ob-
servation, spokesmen said. Hos-
finals reported treating 75 Per-
sons
Dr. Melvin Dyster, a physi-
cian at the medical center, said
he treated a number of persons
for varying degrees of gas in-
halation or irritation.
Wind blew the fumes toward
the northeast, and police feared
for a time that the gases would
affect people in their homes
miles away.
Sheriff's deputies cruised
around used loudspeakers to
warn people to remain inside
and keep all windows closed.
Within several hours the
fumes had dissipated.
Mountain Eagle Now Embroiled
In Fight With County Officials
WHITESBURG, Ky. (AP) -
A Southeastern Kentucky news-
paper noted nationally for cru-
sading coverage of coal, antipo-
verty programs and local gov-
ernment, says it's having prob-
lems at home.
Local problems are not new
to The Mountain Eagle.
A fire severely damaged the
weekly paper's offices last year
and three men, including a for-
mer Whitesburg policeman,
were convicted of planning or
setting it.
The Mountain Eagle survived
that, but is now embroiled in a
dispute with the Letcher County
government.
County officials have with-
drawn advertising from the
Eagle and interfered with its
reporters, say Eagle spokes-
men, who see the moves as re-
taliation for stories about local
/2-45government.






LOHAT HAPPENED IN 1066?
I DON'T KNOW WHAT









The Eagle has attacked the
Letcher Fiscal Court and Coun-
ty Judge Estill Blair for han-
dling of problems including
overweight coal trucks, the con-
dition of county roads and
county aid to local schools.
When Blair traveled to Flori-
da last year, the paper pub-
lished a story about the lengthy
trip, headlined: "Judge Blair,
Call Your Office."
Blair is quick to return the
criticism. "They misstate ev-
erything they report in their
damn paper," he has said.
In April, the county judge
told Eagle reporter David Dyar
Massey that his staff would
cease providing county records
and public information to the
paper until it "learns to print
the truth," Massey said.
And the Fiscal Court voted in
October to transfer county legal
advertising, which by law must
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go in the paper with the largest
circulation in the county, from
the Eagle to the Letcher Coun-
ty Community Press.
The Eagle claims a circula-
tion of more than 3,000, while
the Community Press claims
about 2,750.
Even so, Blair said, "It was
the court's feeling that the
Community Press was the larg-
er paper in the county." Court
members have denied the court
was retaliating against the
Eagle, and claimed the paper
misrepresented its sales.
Blair said a telephone survey
would be made to determine
which paper has the largest cir-
culation, but added it would
take a long time and declined
to say when it would start.
Tom Gish, publisher of the
Eagle, said, "There is really no
other reason" for the advertis-
ing switch than the court's an-
noyance over Eagle stories.
"They don't feel the public
has a right to know what's go-
ing on," he said. "It doesn't
matter how innocuous a story
is, or how correctly written, we
get some feedback."
He said the court hasn't ex-
amined postal audits of Eagle
mailings, interviewed owners of
stores that sell newspapers, or
begun the phone survey.
The Eagle cites other exam-
ples of the rift with county gov-
ernment.
Reporter Helen Winternitz
has twice had to wait two
weeks for information from
Blair's office on disposition of




LEXINGTON, Ky. 1AP) -
The Kentucky Farm Bureau is
reviving and expanding an ex-
periment in baling burley to-
bacco to cut soaring production
costs.
Currently, burley growers
strip the burley from the
stalks, make a bundle of about
40 leaves and tie the stems to-
gether with another leaf.
To bale the burley, they need
only pile the leaves into a box-
like compressor which com-
pacts them into 75 to 80-pound
bales.
William Balden, first vice
president of the farm bureau,
said it is hoped as many as 80
Kentucky farmers will take
part in the experiment and sell
about 500,000 pounds of baled
tobacco at regular burley mar-
kets this season.
The University of Kentucky
started the baled burley re-
search and 15 farmers in the
experiment sold more than 100,-
000 pounds of baled burley to
Philip Morris, Inc., last year.
Philip Morris was among
critics of the university's an-
nouncement that it couldn't
handle the commercial aspects
of the research this year.
The university, agreeing to
help with the farm bureau proj-
ect, demonstrated baling equip-
ment at last week's annual
farm bureau convention in
Louisville.
The researchers said the
equipment could save about 40
per cent of the labor involved
in stripping and tying the leaf,
and some of the farmers in last
year's experiment reported
savings of about 6 cents a
Pound,
That savings, some 6 per cent
of the total cost of burley pro-
duction, would amount to more
than 820 million a year if ap-
plied to Kentucky's entire bur-
ley crop.
"I think that by March 1 we
should know definitely whether
this system has any potential,"
said J.H. Smiley, a university
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Poison Control  753-7588
Senior Citizens  753-0979
Need Line . 753-NEED





























van. Will pay 15 cents a
mile. Call 753-4953.
CHEMIST, VANDERBILT
Chemical Corp. has a
permanent opening for a
control laboratory
chemist. Desires person
with BS Degree in
Chemistry and ex-
perience in instrumental
and wet analyst, excellent
fringe benefits, which
include paid vacations,





Route 2, Box 54, Murray,
Ky., 42071. Attention:
Gene D. Smith, Sr.
WANTED: HOSTESS for
homecare products party.
Earn cash or gift. Call





houses, dog houses and
bird houses. Hick's





















training in the territory.











You must have a suc-
cessful work or self em-
ployment history. Sales
background optional. A
late model car and good
health required.














Oil Co., 502-247-2545, 7 a.
m.-4:30 p. m. or 436-5459
after 6 p. nI
14 Want To Buy
WANT TO BUY. Good used
Honda 70 motorcycle. Call
75:I-754fi
14 Want To But
VENEER LOGS wanted,
white oak, walnut, ash
and hackberry. Highest
prices paid for logs 14" in
diameter and up.
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
Also wlll buy standing
Veneer trees. Call J. H.
Miller 354-4440.
15 Attiiles For Sale
LESPEDEZA HAY Call
474-2302.
GOOD GRASS hay. Call
753-8555.
GO CARTS, 3 models,
prices are 241.95, 277.95,
and 284.95. CB radios pace
model, 143. Sale price




brass, black and brass or
polished brass finish,
88.88 each. Wallin Hard-
ware, across from post
office, Paris, Tenn.
SIMMONS DAY BED good
condition. $25.00. Two
slightly used snow tires,
650 x 13. $25.00. Call 753-
2590.
WILL BUY TOY trains
Sales and service, Lionel
and H. 0. Call 753-6855 or
753-7570.
SPALDING GOLF SET, 9
clubs, bag and cart. Like
new. Modern walnut











WOOD STOVE in excellent
condition. Call 489-2166.
8500 BTU GAS floor fur-
nace, antique singer
sewing machine, one new
king size bed, complete
with mattress and box
springs still in plastic.
Call 753-7865 from 9 to 5:30
Monday through Friday
FORMBY'S refinishing
products. Lemon oil, tung
oil, furniture cleaner and
refinisher. Murray
Lumber Company.
A GOOD BUY...give it a
try. Blue Lustre
America's favorite carpet
shampoo. Big K, Bel Air
Shopping Center.
IrAK FIREWOOD for sale.
20" logs $14.00 a rick. 24"
logs $16.00 a rick. Will




Good condition. Call 753-
5766 between 4 and 6 p. ni.
ONE ANTIQUE dresser,
one white double dresser.
table and 6 chairs, oil




living room suite, good
condition. $75.00. Call 753-
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Gift Suggestions for Christmas
Boys
Dress Pants























Free Gift Wrappises with each sad every parckass.
Risip Settie-Metitwas fir wistaty mordiawdle• et • reasamilit price.
Be appreciate veer liesioessit
You may shop-Master Charge, Bankamericard,














1203 Chestnut 'Free Gift Wrapping" 753-43844
tthiftetallAIMBIBIBMOIBIBMIAMMIlittltnirsirlat%e4,1,
16 Home Furnishings
40" ELECTRIC stove, 3 4
size mattress and box
springs and metal bed




and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.
KIRBY Vacuum Sales and
Service, 500 Maple Street
New and rebuilt
vacutulip. Call 7534)359. 24
Hour answering service
20. Sports Equipment
1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power
trim. Call 753-3932 or 753-
3226 after 4.
REMINGTON MODEL
1100 shotgun. 3" magnum
with ventilated rib. Plus
28" modified extra barrel.
Both in excellent con-




Clubs, one complete set
and bag. Graphit Driver.
GR 70 x 14 radial, 4 wheel
grain bed farm trailer. 2
bicycles 26" - 10 speed.
Call 437-4570 or 437-4733.
thiSittatalealifitillaile32531101.10,(0311FA7251
1
Cm we =a mass wa moms me ito)mcs 'vs wss wis ms
Model GRIMM, • Solid-state Allegro Series II Ampli- I
tier with 6 watts min. RMs per channel (into 8 ohms, tp
80 Hz to 12 kHz. with no more than 1% total har-
monic distortion). AM/FM/Stereo FM Tuning with I
flywheel tuning and Tuning Meter. 8-Track Tape Re- g
corder/Player. Two On Two Matrix. Shown with













for sale. Ben Dyer 753-
8911.
ONE RECORD player,
815.00. Also portable 8
track tape player in ex-
cellent condition. Call 753-
9523.
ORGAN-ESTEY. Solid
state double key, travel
organ. Model 101. Any
reasonable offer will be
considered. Call 753-8361




0 Thaws and cooks frozen
foods in rn,nutes
o Easy to Operate wipes
clean in a jilly






t ? During the Christmas Season with each
t purchase a Col. Lee's Country Ham wilAit be given away.
tPeck's Upholstery
609 S. 491











, & Pest Control
i 00 Sawn 13th Street
Fil4Ml. Roaches.
Silver Fish I Shrubs
Phone 753-3914
74. Miscellaneous























































Shoe Repair DeptOlympic Plaza 9..9 weekdays
753-9685
1-6 Sunday
Boots a Shoes For Peery Activity finder The Sun'•
gee & Shoe Dept.
f II I
32 Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED
furnished apartments.




32. Apartments For Rent
SMA FURNISHED
apartment. May be seen




30 day special. Four ft.
high installed, $1.50 per ft.
Call after 5 p. m. for free
estimates, Allstar Fence
Co., Paris, Tenn., 642-6492
or 642-8947.
27. Mobile Home Sales
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle arid Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call 442-
1918 or 443-8226.
1972 12 x 60 CHAMPION
Deluxe mobile home, 2
bedrooms, bath, central
heat and 3 ton air.
Refrigerator and stove,
underpinned, 8 x 20 ft. red
wood sundeck. Excellent
condition. Call 753-0958
after 6 p, m., Monday
through Friday.
MOBILE HOMES and
spaces. Fox Meadows and
Coach Estates. Families
only, South 16th Street.
Call 753-3855.
12 x 70 FLAMINGO Manor,
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,





condition. $4,995. Call 753-
9816.








Call 767-4055 after 6 p. in.









Check these low toy prices and many, -
many more in Wards 1975 Christmas
Catalog
023315 Evel Knievel with Cycle ...... .. 9.94 •
016103 Fish-Pr. Sesame Street  13.77 •
#16168 Fish-Pr. Set of 3 Toys  7.77 •
023153 Mechanical Walking Robot  5.88 •
020000 Pair of Walkie/Talkile 10.88 •
022444 Children's Bean Bag Chair 12.88'
020013 Holly Hobble Radio  7.59'
#U672 Barbie Dream Boat 11.88 •
024593 7 Famous 1776 Figures.. ..... 1 115 ea. •
023672 Loop-the-Loop Coulter 
0146217 Action Bucket Ball Game 3.31'
014104 Hocua-Pocus Magic Set 4.99 •
024383 Disney Playworld 12.99 '
013158A RRR Rumbler X-3 Chopper 27.88'
'Ph,.. TnsomporlatIon
ENJOY WHAT YOU NEED NOW
-USE CHARG-ALL CREDIT
Who listens to kids?We do!






32 Apartments For Rent
TWO BEDROOM duplex
with central heat and air,
wall to wall carpet.
Outlets for washer and
dryer. Married couple,
one child, Available Jan.
1. Call 753-9741.
32. Apartments For Rent
MURRAY MANOR










I I/ Want something Different as Christmas f
I gifts, shop the Squash Blossom i
1 Eine selection turquoise jetceln. lenther.1mitten-. baskets tricker furniture. wroughtiron. I
I I











I Blossom ., ,, ,
I 107 N. 4th Street I
I Hours - Starting Dec. 1st titni Christmas I
I Mon-Tues-Thurs.- 10:00 a. m. - 5:30 p. m. 1
I 
Wed.-Fri. 10:00 a. m. - 8:30 p. m.
/2 Sat. 10:00 a. m.-8:30 p. is.
I
III6 1 111 lis p lisp
We carry a corn- it
plete line of cologne, It
perfume and bath t
accessories feattui-
ng.
Prices Range from 2.00 t
to 7.50
e Shan) case t
it Ito aa.-3-31
Nta-bro
41ti sAas ht so, 121 Bypass













Commercial, residential, industrial & refrigeration




















121 S. (Clarks River Bridge)
Murray, Ky.
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Houghton, Rte. 6, Box 68
If it has an engine we
specialize in its repair
Hinman's
Rentals
NA row thasper Isle vase est .
dry roc., Wall 1W. tweet el
.. 
Am-
in hinitert , pale cram.p  list elks
isle wed. Inv *Is. owe leek
,nis 'wow*
753-5703




























Kelley's Termite & Pest
Control













































































commodate 2, 3, 4





ICl 753-5865 days or753-5108 after 6:00and on Sunday.
' rURNLSHED APART-
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Available January 1. Call
753-3040.
HOUSE FOR RENT at 307















37 L. ',stock 'Supplies
HAMPSHIRE+ DUROC
bred gilts, also corn fed





house broken, 1 year old.
Call 354-8419, anytime.
AKC REGISTERED Tiny
Toy Poodle puppies, one
AKC German Shepherd.
Will hold for Christmas.
Call 753-0957.
REGISTERED MALE
Irish Setter. 21 months




puppy, for adoption, to








fa Pet World121 Bypass
****4:11,04*** 4***
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W? The Perfect Christmas Gift
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I The 11 11 College Shop 1I II Home of pre-washed jeans by W
W eMale *Land Lubber *Wright W
1 i
I elleter
s *Outer limits *Levi's I
i Faded Glory I
I For that special gift for I
I your son, shop the store I
I of all college students! I
/ I1 The 11 1
11 
1 1 College Shop 
w 'Home of finer fashions for 
the'1
i younger man' I
1 Next Door to Wallace's Bookstore I




TWO BEAGLES male and
female, good rabbit dogs.
Trial given. Call 753-7126.
AKC WHITE TOY Ppocile,
female, 17 months old.
Also 8 compartment cage.
Call 7534349.
BEAUTIFUL PUPPIES
just right for Christmas
gifts. Priced from $45.00-




All breeds. Pine Point
Estates, Eagle Creek
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Murray Home and Auto
Chestnut Street
43. Real Estate
WE HAVE a nice mdbiie
home that can be pur-
chased with a low down
payment and payments
the same as rent. The
mobile home is located in
the beautiful Keniana
Development at Hamlin,
Ky. The mobile home and
lot can be bought for only
87,500.00. Let John
Neubauer or Bob Rodgers
show you this property.
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main Street,
Murray, Ky. 753-0101 or
753-7531.
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real ,estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
43. Rea; Estate
WE HAVE clients wanting
(1) property with central
heat and air in Robertson
School district; (2) 40
acres with old house-
cash deal. Call now
Wilson Real Estate, 753-
3263. Or come by 202
South 4th, across from
post office.
ENJOY VACATION living
all year in the beautiful 3
bedroom, 21/2 bath home
at Panaroma Shores.
Beautiful lake view from
3 sides, lake access, triple
garage for that boat. Two
porches plus a balcony.
Inside there are two
fireplaces, den, formal
dining room, carpeting,
electric heat, kitchen with
disposal, range, and dish-
washer. For an ap-
pointment to see come by
105 North 12th Boyd-
Majors Real Estate or
call 753-8080.










within view of Highway
641. Estate of Alfred
Keys. Phone 753-6162.
46. Homes For Sale
TWO YEAR OLD, 3
bedroom 1,2 bath, central
heat and air. 1607
Parklane. Call 753-3604.
THE QUALIFIED per-
sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call










Price reduced by owner.
For appointment call 753-
8611 or 753-4537.
BY OWNER, large 3
bedroom brick home at
1302 Kirkwood. Two
baths, family room with
fireplace, utility room,
central heat and air, 2 car
carport, 10 x 60 patio with
gas grill. Also brick utility
building with 2 car car-
port. Call 753-0846, for
appointment.
THREE BEDROOM brick
home, 1L2 years old. Fully
carpeted, central heat
and air, 1'2 baths, 2 car
garage, two blocks from
Murity High School. Will
lease for $225.00 month.
Call 753-7154 or 753-0053.
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
brick on 1 acre lot, 142
baths. Partially carpeted,
carport electric heat. On
Locust Grove Road.
$23,000. Call 753-7855.
Macrame Says Make Your Own
Gifts
*full Solarise of Sisal, Ms, Saw
Twine, lag Flier
*Nay, Cad, Ireided Card
*lea Was Won











WI SAVE ALMOST IVIIMNING If NOT WI CAN GU In
racom )04,14 Ulf b•
wow & a.res‘
We're Offereet...11Niqw..JIN Very Medi Tway 753-0059
Holiday Time
,Come In and Browse Around
ewelo.rt *
Says Make Your Xmas Gifts
And Save
nwisields of hues To Gess. frau
kali Celan, Wood. Cow.
llootiso Until,. Sim
Attila*. & Woo Wks
Shop-Iowa/art &Save 7453-7701
47.
1973 YAMAHA au 214,
excellent running con-
dition. Call 7560168 or 436-
5270.
1975 YAMAHA, 125 MX.
Call 4364335 after 5:00
p.m.
49 Used Cars & Trucks










502-442-7036, Route 2, Box
490-A, Paducah, Ky.
42001.
1948 CHEVY VAN, s CARPET INSTALLED.
cylinder, automatic, 197a $1.00 Per Yard. Any kind. 
VWserico. Call 7534963. We guarantee to please.
Call David Mullinax, 474-
2789.
1973 CHARGER S. E.
Broughm, all power and
air. Low mileage. Extra
clean. Call 753-6564.
PLUMBING AND Electric,
odd jobs we like. All work
guaranteed to please. Call
James Burkeen. 474-2257
1966 CHEVROLET pickup 




Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities. Every Wed-
nesday at 1:00 p. m.
sharp. Easy to get to. One
hour from Chicago and
next to expressway and
Rockford Airport. Fly in
or drive in. Come to
Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing. Open
6 days. Jim Clark or
Sherry Rayn 815-968-6262.
This is a dealers auction.
1970 KINGSWOOD Estate
Chevrolet wagon. Good







Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-
8161 after 7 p.m.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing













-Thorough Washing And FUnsing
-Two Vinyl-Coated Racks -Detergent Dispenser













patio covers and en-
closures. Aluminum
Service Co. Call 492-6647.
ICIRBY CAREPT CARE -
cleans rugs of all kinds. In
business, homes, and
institution, Rugs come
clean by steam cleaning.







Is NM sass far livaissas.
°atm slowebteriso awl cipm-
piste arscessin fur MINIM
n. lissf, bup. dim,
goes aid 1. isaated 1 Nis
ascili of Paris so old Nunes
Paris illeisay.
Call 901442-8201 sr Carl
%saki 9014424201
USDA Approved and Inspected.
LAKELAND CON-
STRUCTION. Backhoe
work in vacinity of 121
South and 94 South to New
Concord. Gravel, white
rock and top soil
delivered anywhere. Call
Rosa, 4362505, open 7
days a week.
TREE TOPPED, firewood







Call 7534127 or 75341619
54 Fret,
FREE FOUR PUPPIES,
wW make small dogs.
Call after 3:30, 753-8610.
FOUR 7 WEEK OLD
puppies. Adorable, call
753-8791, anytime.
FREE 4 MONTH old




FREE 3 FOUR and five
month old puppies, one is
a male part Collie, black
and white, the other two
are mixed breed one
brown and one black.
Were abandoned in the
country and have been
mistreated. Being cared
for by Humane Scolety.















town. Must sell. Call 753-
0428.
1970 CHRYSLER. 1970
Ford, 302 V-8, automatic.
$450.00. Real good car.
Call 436-2427.
11968 OLDS 442.
Doable pewsr sal air maim.
good tires, air shocks.
$900.00
Call 753-7761
1970 T-BIRD, full power
and air. AM stereo and









Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, mile east





work. Gravel and top soil
Call 436-5896 or 436-2306
JOHN' HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric.
No jobs too small. Call






Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from Hi-
Burger.
MOBILE HOMES un-
derpinned. Your choice of
color and materials. Call •






TER will do interior or
exterior work by the hour
or job. 753-8343.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN - Prompt ef
ficient service. No job too
small. Call Ernest White.
753-0605.
energy saver dishwasher
Ni. KS makes it way to replace your old dishwasher






6 Experienced Painters at your Service
No Job Too Large or Too Small
Free Estimates
Dial 753-os39 or 753-5287
-Carlos _Black Jr. Painting Contractor
406 Sunbury Circle-Murray
A




Roscoe McNabb of Almo
Route One died this morning at
six o'clock at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
He was 78 years of age and a
member of the Union Grove
Church of Christ. Mr. McNabb
was born September 21, 1897, in
Calloway County. One son,
Swift, preceded him in death.
Mr. McNabb is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Carrie Swift
McNabb of Aim° Route One,
and one nephew, Scott McNabb,
1000 Westgate Drive, Murray.
Funeral services will be held
Tuesday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev.
Stanley Letterman officiating.
Burial will be in the Goshen
Cemetery.
Friends may' call at the




The funeral for Robert H.
( Bobby) Parker of 1208 South
16th Street, Murray, was held
Sunday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Bro. John
Dale officiating and singers
from the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ with Jerry
Bolls as leader, providing the
song service.
Pallbearers were Gene,
Wasson, Marshall, Junior, and
Wilford Brandon, and Carlos
Elkins. Burial was in the
Friendship Cemetery.
Mr. Parker age 45, died
Friday at one p. m. at the
Jennie Stuart Hospital.
Hopkinsville.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Lela Cullen Parker, one
daughter, Miss Karen Parker,
one son, Randy Parker, two
stepsons, Alan and John, and
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mark D.
Parker, all of Murray; one
stepson, Victor of Marion; one
sister, Mrs. Bob Harrell,
Henderson; one brother, Voris











Keys Moody Dies At
Home Saturday With
Funeral Here Today
Keys Moody of 1507 Paridane
Drive, Murray, died Saturday
at one p.m. at his home. His
wife, the former Barbara
McCuiston, died May 23 of this
year.
The Murray man was a car
buyer for the Lassiter Auto
Sales. He was a member of the
Sugar Creek Baptist Church
and Murray Moose Lodge and
was a Kentucky Colonel. Born
September 14, 1930, in Calloway
County, he was the son of Goble
and Julia Coy Moody.
Survivors are his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Goble Moody, Murray
Route Eight; two sisters, Miss
Hilda Moody, Murray Route
Eight, and Mrs. Thomas
(Juanita) Hargis, Paris, Tenn.;
two brothers, Robert Moody,
Murray Route Eight, and Billy
Moody, Puryear, Tenn.
Funeral services are being
held today at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Rev. Jack
Jones officiating .and singers
from Locust Grove Baptist
Church with Sherrill Hicks as
leader providing the song
service.
Active pallbearers are James
(Jiggs) Lassiter, Graves
Morris, Vernon C,ohoon, Jerry
Miller, Larry Puckett, and Ted
Atkins. Honorary pallbearers
are James M. Lassiter, W. L.
(Dub) Polly, Charles Caldwell,
Tommy Carroll, Kelly Vance,
Paul Beard, Ralph Roof, Jim
Bonnie, and Travis Webb.




Word has been received of the
death of Mrs. E. H. (Polly)
Seaford of Flint, Mich., who
died this morning at four
o'clock at a hospital there.
Mrs. Seaford was 64 years of
age and is survived by her
husband, E. H. Seaford of Flint,
Mich., one daughter, Mrs.
Geroge Loretta) Muligarl of
Warren, Ohio, three grand-
children, and one great grand-
child.
The deceased was born Oc-
tober 24, 1911, in Calloway
County and was the daughter of
the late Elmus Workman and
Florence Ramsey Workman.
The body is being returned to
the Max Churchill Funeral
Home, Murray, where friends
may call after five p. m.
Tuesday. Funeral services will
be held Wednesday with burial








You can make your Christmas shopping easier by
checking our wide selection of gift ideas first.
Action toys for boys and girls ... bikes and acces-
sories . .. "fun shirts" ... barbecue grills
... top-quality tools for shop or yard ... welders,
space heaters, battery chargers .. all this and
more. And, it's all backed by the John Deere name
Stop in soon ... and have a Merry Christmas!
Murray-Supply Co.




Hallie Johnson died this
morning at 2:20 at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was 80 years of age and a
resident of Benton Route Five.
The deceased was a member
and elder of the Unity Cum-
berland Presbyterian Church
and a veteran of World War I.
Born September 4, 1895, he was
the son of the late George
Johnson and Sally Lents
Johnson. He and his wife, Mrs.
Lola Jones Johnson, who sur-
vives, were married April 15,
1915.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Johnson; four daughters, Mrs.
Pat (Mary Lynn) Redden,
Murray Route Three, Mrs.
Edison (Thelma) Burkeen and
Mrs. Vernon ( Velma) Baker,
Hardin Route One, and Mrs. Bo
(Marjorie) Hopkins, Hardin;
two sons, James Johnson,
Benton Route One, and Howard
Johnson, Hardin Route One;
one sister, Mrs. Eron 1Cisbau,
Cheyenne, Wyoming; one




The funeral will be held
Wednesday at two p. m. at the
Unity Church with Rev. L. E.
Moore and Rev. Julian Warren
officiating. Burial will be in the
Unity Cemetery.
Friends may call at the Linn
Funeral Home, Benton, after
six p. m. tonight (Monday)until
ten a. m. Wednesday when the




Fred Reiter, stepfather of Bob
Randolph of Murray, died
Friday at 10:45 p. m. at the
Hardin County General
Hospital, Rosiclaire, Ill. He was
76 years of age and a resident of
Route Two, Golconda, M.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Ethel Reser, Route Two,
Golconda, M.; three stepsons,
Bob of Murray, Bill Randolph of
Cape Girardeau, Mo., and
James Randolph of Metropolis,
M.; four stepdaughters, Mrs.
Noveta Larson of Rockford, M.,
Mrs. Wanda Siegel and Mrs.
Aletha Thomasson of Golconda,
Ill., and Mrs. Helen Ruth
Switzer of Hardin County; one
brother, John Hexer of
Golconda, Ill.; two sisters, Mrs.
May Robertson of Carmi,
and Mrs. Mayme Adkins of
Carbondale, Ill.; ten grand-
children including Steve and
Michael Randolph of Murray.
Mr. Hexer was a member of
the First Baptist Church,
Golconda, where funeral
services were held Sunday at
two p. m. with Rev. Staley
Langham and Rev. Gale Harper
officiating. Burial was in the
Oddfellows Cemetery in
Golconda, Ill., with the Rott-
mann Funeral Home there in
charge of the arrangements.
Clinic At Center
Cancelled Tuesday
The regular clinic at the
Calloway County Health Center
scheduled for Tuesday,
December 16, has been can-
celled due to the construction at
the center, according to R. L.
Cooper, administrative
assistant.
Cooper said hopefully the next
regularly scheduled clinic for
Thursday, December 18, will be
held unless the construction
work is not completed.
For an emergency due to the
cancellation of the clinic,





Robert G. Underwood died
Sunday at ten a.m, at the
Grantview Hospital, Dayton,
Ohio. He was 45 years of age.
The deceased was a member
of the Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church in Calloway
County and had retired from the
U.S. Army. Born April 3, 1930, in
Akron, Ohio, he was the son of
the late E.N. Underwood and
Mary Louise Orr Underwood.
Mr. Underwood is survived by
one sister, Mrs. Allen (Mary
Ann) Rimell, one niece, Miss
Lisa Russell, and one nephew,
Mark Russell, all of 1503
Sycamore Street, Murray.
Funeral services will be held
Wednesday at one p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. Coy
Garrett officiating and Rev.
Ron Hampton providing the
music. Burial will be in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the





Eurie Thompson of Murray
Route Eight died at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital this
morning at 4:45. He was 63
years of age and was preceded
in death by one son, Graydon
Thompson, on May 1, 1970.
The deceased was a retired
employee of Fitts Block and
Tile Company. He and his wife,
the former Charlene Tidwell,
who survives, were married
January 26, 1946.
Mr. Thompson was a member
of the Liberty Cumberland
Presbyterian Church and a
veteran of World War II. Born
October 4, 1912, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the
late Euen Thompson and
Henrietta Barnett Thompson.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Thompson, Murray Route
Eight; one sister, Mrs. Ottis
( Vonnie) Hurt, Murray Route
Three; five brothers, Roy,
Alfred, Ivan, and Elvin
Thompson, all of Murray Route
Three, and Robert Thompson of
Detroit, Mich.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Bro. Connie
Wyatt and Bro. John Dale of-
ficiating. Burial will be in the
Elm Grove Cemetery.





The annual Memorial Church
Kindergarten Program will be
held Tuesday, December 16, at
7:00 p.m. in the Memorial
Church sanctuary.
The program theme this year
is "Christmas Around the
World".
Students presenting the
program are: Mary Ann Bray,
Chris Bryan, Amy Carraway,
Darrin Chapman, Ken Cossey,
Dustin Darnell, Jeff Durham,
Aaron Ellenberger, Kevin
Fleming, Ricky Garland, Bryan
Hale, Lena Haley, Charles
Hampton, Marc Hatcher, Rick
Henninger, Tracy Henry,
Lynette Herndon, Kimberly
Higgins, Richard Hill, Meg
Parrish, Susan Prescott,
Michelle Stone, Kim Vance,
Danita Walker, Greg Workman,
and Alan Taylor.
Teachers are Mrs. Connie
White and Mrs. Dorothy
Rogers. The public is invited to
attend, a church spokesman
said.
rob.....t.temoorennnob.....Int -a--
We arc pleased to
announce Miss Suzan-





ding will be January 31.
The




Charles R. McArthur, Ph.D.,
executive director of the
Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health-Mental Retar-
dation Board, Inc. has an-
nounced the employment of H.
Doyle Guhy, C.P.A. as district
director for administration for
the Western Kentucky Corn-
H. Doyle Guhy
munity Mental Health Centers,
effective December 8, 1975.
Guhy is a native of Carlisle
County and graduated from
Carlisle County High School in
1966. Upon graduation he en-
tered the Armed Services,
serving in the US. Army from
September, 1967 until August,
1970. Following his tour of duty
in the service he entered
Murray State University, where
he received his B.S. degree in
1973 with a major in accounting.
Following his graduation
from Murray State University,
he was employed by Ernst &
Ernst, one of the largest
national CPA firms, as a staff
accountant. In 1974 he was
promoted to In-Charge Ac-
countant.
In September, 1975, Guhy
received a certificate as a
Certified Public Accountant. On
October 1,1975 he was promoted
to senior accountant with Ernst
& Ernst.
He is a member of the Kera
tutIty Society of C.P.A.'s and
logia a broad range of auditing
experience with companies and
health care programs. He will
be responsible for ad-
ministration and fiscal affairs
for the nine county program,
which includes all of the Pur-
chase Area and Livingston
County.
Regents. . .
(Continued from Page 1)
however, asking if the lack of an
answer could be taken as for-
mal rejection of his request.
Howard said he did not consider
it a refusal, but asked Lowery to
put his request in the form of a
written request, for the board to
act on. It would be at the next
quarterly meeting of the board
before such action could be
taken.
The regents approved during
executive session a new four-
year contract for Curris, setting
his annual salary at $40,800.
In addition to routine items,
the board also approved the
establishment of a Master's
degree in Nursing; a B. S. in
Engineering Technology; an
Associate of Science degree in
real estate; and a bac-
calaureate minor in Astronomy.
Despite opposition from
student government president
Cathy Cole, the board approved
authorization for planning for
the renovation of Wells Hall, to
be used as an interim Student
Center during the period when
the present Student Union
undergoes renovation and
expansion into a new Central
Library facility and before the
new university student center is
completed. Miss Cole objected,
saying the $75,000 allocated for
the project would not be enough
to adequately prepare the






Spokesman Says Progress Has
Been Made In Mental Health
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Bureau for Health Services
is responding in many areas to
legislators' recommendations
on mental health treatment fa-
cilities and programs, a spokes-
man says.
"We've made a lot of prog-
ress," said Dr. Mac Van-
diviere, director of remedial
services in the bureau, "but
we're moving slower than I'd
like to see."
The recommendations came
from a special legislative sub-
committee formed last Septem-
ber following allegations that
the mentally ill were receiving
improper treatment in Ken-
tucky facilities.
One of the chief recommen-
dations was that the Health
Services Bureau recruit "more
and better" mental health pro-
fessionals, and Vandiviere said
the bureau is "hiring as fast as
we can hire" despite a hiring
slowdown in its parent agency,
the Department for Human Re-
sources.
"Getting high quality profes-
sional staff in the mental health
facilities right now has No. 1
priority with me," Vandiviere
said, though he added that the
process takes time because he
and Health Services Conunis-
stoner William McElwain re-
view each application.
He said the bureau also is at-
tempting to upgrade salaries to
compete with surrounding
states for mental health profes-
sionals.
Vandiviere said another chief
concern, along with recruiting
new personnel, is upgading the
mental health facilities them-
selves.
He said facilities are being
upgraded "gradually" as mon-
ey becomes available. "It's not
perfect by a long shot — but
it's something," he said.
He added that he couldn't go
into detail on his requests for
mental health spending in the
1976-78 state budget, since his
superiors have not given their
final approval, but he did in-
dicate areas of emphasis.
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He said he has recommended
that some buildings at Eastern
State Hospital be demolished,
along with some at Western
State and possibly at Kentucky
State Hospital — and also has
recorrunended new construc-
tion.
"We could justify it most
anywhere," he said. "Kentucky
State is in bad repair right
now, Western is in pretty good
shape and Eastern needs a
great deal of work."
He said the General Assem-
bly must decide whether the
bureau is to continue operating
the current facilities or com-
bine them in some way. The
committee recommended con-
sidering the consolidation of
Kentucky State Hospital with
Eastern State at the Lexington
site.
In response to another com-
mittee recommendation — that
the bureau review admission,
discharge and follow-up policies
for patients — Vandiviere said
the bureau has hired Dr. Edgar
Moles, whose main concern will
be aftercare programs.
Moles, who was hired about
three months ago, said after-
care must be kept in mind even
while a patient is in an in-
stitution.
"The minute a patient enters
the system, we've got to think
about him going back in the
community," Moles said, add-
ing that treatment after a
patient is discharged should in-
Murray Bird Club To
Hold Meeting Tuesday
The Murray Bird Club will
meet Tuesday, December 16, at
7:30 p.m. at the Calloway
County Public Library.
Two films will be shown. They
are titled "The American Bald
Eagle" and "Audubon and the
Birds of America."
All members are urged to be
present, a club spokesman said.
Wildlife painter
charmed by south
John James Audubon first
went to Louisiana's Feliciana
Country as a tutor to a
plantation owner's daughter.
He was so charmed by the
area that he subsequently
painted much of his famous
wildlife series there.
volve family and community -
He said programs for treat-
ment after discharge need at-
tention.
"On paper it looks good, but
it just isn't working out," he
said. Some of these programs
have grown like Topsy. Nobody
has looked at them, and they're
turning out like garbage."
Vandiviere also mentioned a
committee recommendation for
confidentiality of patient
records, saying the bureau is
"very insistent" on con-
fidentiality and the subject is
regularly discussed at monthly
meetings of mental health facil-
ity directors.
Another recommendation,
that a geographic unit system
in mental health facilities be
abandoned, has, for all prac-
tical purposes, been carried
out, he said.
by CAMEO
A handsome billfold, ex-
pertly crafted in fine leath-
er. Unique credential case
holds and instantly displays
16 cards and photos. Makes
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by William M. Boyd -
Yap islanders in the Carolines have
little trouble with losing their
money. They use millstone-like discs
of white stone from the size of a din-
ner plate to 10 or 12 feet in diameter
as their money!
You can have more buying power in your checkbook than 15 tons
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Let us put new vitality, new freshness
into your clothes with Sanitone dry-
cleaning. The Sanitone process gets
soil out and puts new life back into
your clothes. Makes whites whiter,
colors brighter. And fabrics look and
feel softer, smell fresher too Bring
us your drycleaning today And be
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